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Abstract

We have searched for the rare flavour changing neutral current decay 6 —» 57 in the multi-
hadron data sample taken at the T(45) resonance with the help of the Crystal Ball detector
at the e+e~ storage ring DORIS II. The non-observation of any monochromatic photon line
in the inclusive photon spectrum resulted in the estimation of the following upper limit of the
branching fraction for the process under investigation

BR(b -* 57) < 4.1 x 1(T3

(at 90% confidence level), äs well äs for some of the related exclusive decays:

BR(B -» A'"(892)7) < 1.8 x 10~3

BR(B -» A^(1400)7) < 1.3 x 10'3

BR(B -» Ar2(1770)7) < 0.9 x 10~3

BR(B -> A7(2075)7) < 0.9 x 10'3.

The decays B — > KJ/tf> and B — » K*J/i}> have also been searched for. No enhancement
was found in the spectrum of the missing mass with respect to the electron pair in the final
state coming from the decay J/$ — » e+c~. The following upper limits have been determined:

BR(B -» A'J/V») < 0.6 x 10-2

BR(B -. A'*(892)7/V') < 0.8 x 10'2

BR(B -» A',(1400)J/V') < 1.5 x 10~2

BR(B -> A"3'(1780)J/V') < 1.9 x 10~2.

In order to test predictions of the Standard Model versions together with higher order QOD
corrections or to get evidence for new physics beyond it a substantial improvement of the
constraint for the branching fraction for the decay b —t 57 (up to one order of magni tude) is
necessary.



Streszczenie

Poszukiwano rzadkiego procesu pra_du neutralnego ze zmiana^ dziwnosci b —> 57 przy po-
mocy detektora Crystal Ball pracuj^cego na elektronowo-pozytonowym akceleratorze wiazek
przeciwbieznych DORIS II w pröbce danych zawierajacej wielohadronowe przypadki zebrane
w maksimum rezonansu T(45). Nie zaobserwowano zadnej monochromatycznej linii fotonowej
dla zmierzonego inkluzywnego widma fotonow. Wyznaczono görna^ granicy na cze.stosc rozpadu
dla procesu:

BR(b-* 57) < 4.1 x 1(T3

(przy poziomie ufnosci 90%) jak rowniez dla niektörych odpowiadajaxych mu rozpadow eks-
kluzywnych:

BR(B -» A''(892)7) < 1.8 x 1CT3

BR(B -> A'^HOOh) < 1.3 x 1(T3

BR(B -» Ar2(1770)7) < 0.9 x 10~3

BR(B -» Ar;(2075)7) < 0.9 x lO'3.

Poszukiwano rowniez rozpadow B — * A'J/V' i B —* K*J/$. Nie wykryto zadnego mak-
simum w badanym widmie masy brakujacej wzgl^dem pary elektronowej w stanie koncowym
pochodz^cej z rozpadu J/i/7 — * e4e~. W rezultacie zmierzono görne granice na nast^pujace
cz^stosci rozpadow:

BR(B -» A'J/V') < 0.6 x 10~2

BR(B -» A''(892)J/VO < 0.8 x 10'2

BR(B -» A'!(1400)J/V') < 1.5 x 10"2

BR(B -» A'3'(1780)J/V') < 1.9 x lO'2.

Do sprawdzenia przewidywari Modelu Standardowego wraz z poprawkami wyzszych rze^dow
pochodz^cymi öd oddzialywari silnych oraz do zbadania slusznosci teorii stanowi^cych jego
rozszerzenie konieczne jest znaczne (przynajmniej o rzad wielkosci) obnizenie görnej granicy
stosunku rozgale^zienia dla procesu b — * 57.
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1. Introduction

High energy physics investigates the fundamental structure of matter. The basic question
is what are the ultimate building blocks of matter and what forces act between them. At the
present state of knowledge, elementary particles and their interactions are described by the
theory called the Standard Model. The estimation of upper limits of branching fractions of
some rare processes like the flavour changing neutral current b —> 37 expected in this model

with a branching fraction of about 10~4 would offer the possibility of testing the estimates
for the free parameters of the Standard Model. Alternatively it could indicate the presence
of new particles predicted by the extensions of the Standard Model. We mean here theories
with left-right symmetry [1], with two Higgs boson doublets [2] or so-called supersymmetric
theories [3].

The author has performed the analysis of multi-hadron events at the T(4S) resonance col-
lected in 1985-1986 with the Crystal Ball detector working at the e+e~ storage ring DORIS II.
It was aimed at the search for the process b —* 57. As a result the upper limit on the branching
fraction of the decay b —* 57 and for exclusive decays B —> A'*7, B —» KJ/^ and B —» K*J/i£>
have been determined.

This thesis was prepared in 1988-1991 in the Deutsches Elektronen Synchroton in Hamburg
(Germany) and in the Cracow Institute of Nuclear Physics (Poland). The thesis is organized
äs follows:

In Chapter 2 we describe the present state of theoretical knowledge concerning the fiavour
changing neutral current 6 —» 57 and the decays B —» KJ/i£> and B —» K*J/i{\r 3 is devoted to the description of the experimental setup i.e. to the c+e~ storage

ring DORIS II and to the calorimetric detector Crystal Ball.
The topic of the Chapter 4 is the data processing. We describe the data sample, the

reconstruction procedure which transforms signals from the detector into energies and directions
of detected particles. We also explain the selection criteria applied to choose multi-hadron

events.
In Chapter 5 we discuss the selection of high energy photons and electron pairs from the

JJ4"1 decay in order to search for the 6 —+ 57 process and the exclusive decays B —» A'*7,
B —> AJ/V' and B —* A'*J/V'- Then the method of the efficiency calculation, the fitting
procedure and the resulting upper limits for the relevant branching fractions are presented.

Chapter 6 contains the conclusions and companson with the results of other experiments.
Topics discussed in the appendices include: measurement of luminosity and of energies of

particles, identification of photons and electrons and description of the Monte Carlo techniques

applied in the experiment.
A publication based on these results have been submitted to publication [4].



2. Basic concepts

Matter is built from fermions (leptons and quarks), i.e. particles with spin 1/2 which are
listed in Table 2.1. At the present state of knowledge we treat all of them äs 'elementary', i.e.
without any internal structure. They are grouped in three families called generations, however
the origin of this structure is not yet clear.

Four kinds of interactions between particles are known: strong, electromagnetic, weak and
gravitational. The last one has slgnificant strength only in case of interaction of macroscopic
bodies and will not be discussed here. The remaining interactions between fermions are medi-
ated by vector bosons.

Quarks can take part in the strong, electromagnetic and weak interaction, charged leptons
participate in the electromagnetic and weak interaction while neutral leptons (the neutrinos)
interact only weakly. Each lepton carries its lepton generation quantum number. Each quark
appears in three different states labelled by the colour quantum number.

Quarks have not been observed äs free particles. The observable states (hadrons) are built
äs colour neutral bound states of three quarks (baryons) or of quark and antiquark (mesons)
with integral charge.

2.1 Physics of the b quark

Among the large variety of particles observed in experiment we describe briefly some prop-
erties of mesons containing the b quark, namely the T and B states. This is because we search
for radiative transition between the quarks b and s. This transition might be observed at the
hadronic level äs some rare decays of the B meson (built from a heavy 6 quark and a light
antiquark ü or J) e.g., B —* K*~y. In our study B mesons are produced in pairs in the decay of
the T(45) resonance created via electron-positron annihilation. T mesons formed äs bb pairs
belong to a family of resonances similar to positronium. The hadronic cross-section in the
energy region of T states measured by the CLEO [5] collaboration at the CESR e+e" storage
ring at Cornell is shown in Fig. 2.1. As it is seen there, the T(4S) resonance is much wider than
the lower mass states T(15), T(25) and T(35). This is because the lower states can decay
into hadrons only via emission of three gluons (bosons mediating strong interactions). These

Table 2.1: Fundamental fermions and their electric charges.

Type

Leptons

Quarks

Generation

1

ve

e

u

d

2

v*

V

c

s

3

VT

T

t?

b

Electric

charge

0

-1

2/3

-1/3
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Figure 2.1: Hadronic cross-section in the energy region of the T family (measured by the CLEO
collaboration at CESR [5]). Watch the scale difference between a) and b).

processes are suppressed by the OZI-rule [6] introduced by S. Okubo, G. Zweig and J. Izuka.
The mass of the T(4S) is over two times äs large äs the mass of the B meson. Therefore the
T(45) can easily decay into hadrons via BB pairs.

The B meson decays are well described by the spectator model äs weak decays of a free
b quark (see Ref. [7]). This picture results e.g. in the prediction of the equal lifetimes for
B± and B° mesons, which was recently confirmed experimentally by the ARGUS and CLEO
collaborations [8]. A veraging the results of both experiments one obtains TB+/TB° — 1.03±0.19.
The extensions of this model take into account binding efFects of the b quark inside the B meson
coming from strong interaction between quarks. The contribution from strong interaction is
usually factorized into two parts: short-distance one (from emission of hard gluons with large
square of the momentum transfer Q2) and long-distance one (from soft gluon emission and final
state interactions). The short-distance pari is just a correction to the effective hamiltonian
of the weak interaction. The long-distance contribution is taken into account in the model
dependent wave functions of the initial and final state in this decay (see Ref. [9]).

2.2 Flavour changing neutral current b —i

By Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) we understand weak decays in which the

initial quark transforms into another quark with the same charge. FCNC's have played an im-
portant role in the formulation of the Standard Model (SM). H was due to their non-observation

in the kaon decay that the GIM mechanism [10] was introduced by S. Glashow, J. Iliopoulos

and L. Maiani. This mechanism leads to the cancellation of contributions of the same order
in the coupling constant and to the prediction of the fourth (charmed) quark. It also shed

some light on the understanding of the A/ — 1/2 selection rule (see Ref. [11]) and of the CP
violation effects (see Ref. [12]) especially in the A' —> TTTT decays. FCNC have also allowed to

constrain and sometimes to rule out certain extensions of the Standard Model. The 6 —* s
FCNC transition is believed to be even more interesting äs a source of Information about the
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Figure 2.2: FCNC (dashed lines) and the charged current transitions (solid lines).

Standard Model constraints and about extensions. Now we will present some arguments that
the decay 6 —» 57 is probably the most promising FCNC starting from reminding the quark
mixing.

In the Standard Model the quark mass eigenstates (denoted äs q) are not the same äs the
weak interaction eigenstates q . The matrix coupling two sets of eigenstates in the six quark
case is known äs the Kobayashi-Maskawa (K-M) mixing matrix VKM [13]. By convention it is
only the —1/3 charge quarks (</, .s and b) which are mixed:

y \ V j V
tia ' v s

V j V* cd * ca

v. , v. .

vttfc ^
Vct,

v., ,

/ , \

/> ,\ ta ' ta ' tt> / \e K-M matrix is unitary and depends on four parameters. There exist several parametriza-

tions of this matrix. Using the Wolfenstein parametrization [14] one obtains:

VKM =

A \ / l

A

0.1A2

A 0.1A2

l A2

-A 2 l

\e A = 0.221±0.002 and A = 1.05±0.17. The p arid 4> parameters are not yet well determiiied

(0.3 < p < 0.9 and |TT < <f> < TT). In our rough approximation we used the recent CLEO and
ARGUS results [15] namely that = O. lA 2 -: A3). In(i.e. JV^] = \ d
Fig. 2.2 we present the quark spectrum with FCNC transitions denoted äs dashed lines and
the charged current transitions äs solid lines (constituent quark masses are also given from
Ref. [16]).
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Figure 2.3: The Standard Model predictions (without taking into account QCD radiative cor-
rections) for branching fractions on processes b — » s ( g , 7, vv , / + / ~ ) and on B° —* (77, r 4 r ~ )
äs a function of the top quark mass mt (from Ref. [17]).

The FCNC decays of s and 6 are expected to be stronger than those of the c quark since in
case of the charged current transitions between quarks q^ and qi, its amplitude is proportional
to the K-M matrix element Vqiq2 while the FCNC transitions are proportional to the product
^qi9jXj% ' wnere <?3 *s ^ne lowest mass quark heavier than <jj. Comparing the amplitudes of the
respective transitions we obtain:

(s —* u) oc Vus = \)

(c -> s) oc

(c -> u) c<
vcs

(2.2)

(6 — * c) oc = A

(2.3)

u) oc

d) oc

^ O.lA2

= O.lA2 (2.4)

so the FCNC decays of the b and s quarks (i.e. s —* rf, 6 —» s and b —> rf) may be of the same

strength äs charged current decays (5 —* t/, b —» c and 6 —> u), while the c —* u decay is expected
to be very weak. The decays of the b quark are favoured with respect to those of the s quark
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Figure 2.4: Penguin diagrams for the 6 — » 57 transition in the Standard Model.

since it is expected [18] that the long-distance effects vanish at the decay of the heavy quark 6.
This was confirmed e.g. by the CLEO collaboration [19]. Their measurement of the upper
limits for the representative group of the rare exclusive B meson decays via penguin diagrams
excluded the presence of any significant enhancements of these processes by the long-distance
interactions. On the other side it was shown by K. Gaillard, X.Q. Li and S. Rudaz [20] that the
experimental knowledge about the decays of hyperons (the s — > d transition) like e.g. on the

r»/^ — r» — \o rCV^ — \e Ref. [21]) cannot be explained without taking into account a substantial

contribution from non-perturbative long-distance interactions. In addition we expect that the
> d to the 6 — t s is proportional to
d is much weaker than the FCNC b

/ soratio of the b
transition b — » d is much weaker than the FCNC b — » s. Hereafter we concentrate on the
decay b — » sX where X denotes a flavourless (in particular charmless) System of particles. The
following transitions have been studied theoretically [17]:

b
b
b
b

bs

bs

57

svi>

77

T+T

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

They have been considered in the Standard Model and its extensions like left-right Sym-
metrie theories [l], models with two Higgs doublets [2] and also in supersymmetric (SUSY)
schemes [3]. Now we will discuss some predictions of these models. We restrict themselves
only to the transition 6 —» 57 which has relatively high rate (Fig. 2.3) and clean signature
of a bigh-energy monochromatic photon line. This is the transition we are going to search
experimentally for.

2.2.1 The b ~* 57 transition in the Standard Model

In the Standard Model the decay b —t 57 can occur only at the one-loop level via the so-
called penguin diagrams (e.g., see Fig. 2.4 and Refs. [22] and 23]). Computing the amplitude

10



Figure 2.5: Diagrams of the first order QCD radiative corrections for the process 6
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Figure 2.6: The Standard Model prediction for the 6 —> 57 branching fraction (from [24]) with

(solid line) and without (dashed line) QCD corrections äs a function of the top quark mass m,.
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for diagrams from Fig. 2.4 yields the formula (from Ref. [24]):

A(b^si)SM = A0F(xt)0„ (2.11)

where A0 = \/2G FVt'aVtf) (Gp is Fermi constant), OT = (e/ 16^)171^1^0-^ bRF^ (F^ is the
operator of the electromagnetic field strength, a^ — (i/1)(in1v ~~ 7^7^) an^ 7^ are Dirac

matrices), xt = m^/ro^ and the function F(x() was determined by I. Inami and C.S. Lim [23].
For the one-loop amplitude the GIM mechanism manifests itself in the cancellation of large
logfmj/mj!) terms.

Calculation of the QCD radiative corrections to the process 6 — > 57 when gluons are ex-
changed between internal and external fermion lines was performed in the leading-logarithm
approximation by several authors ([25]-[28]). Some diagrams of the first order in the coupling
constant of strong interaction a, are shown in Fig. 2.5. Other diagrams are similar but with
the gluon attached to the final s quark instead to the initial 6 quark. The amplitude is of the
form

A(b - ,7U+PCD „, = T16/" Aa F(xt) + X fo10/" - 1) + (VM" - 1)
l [1U Zö J

(2.12)
where T? = a,(mi,) / a,(mw) and A" — (4/3)[3Qu — (4/9)Q<*] (Qu and Qd are the electric charges
of the up and down quarks, respectively). In this formula the mass of the top quark is not
present explicitly äs the calculation was performed under the assumption that mt — mw . We
expect however that this prediction is valid with an accuracy of 10% for mw 72 < mt < 2mw,
because of the weak energy dependence of the strong coupling constant in this ränge [24]. It
was also shown (in Refs. [25, 26]) that the summation of leading logarithmic terms is already
well approximated by the term oc a, giving (ojj/TrjIog — . For any value of mt from the ränge
mw/2 < mt < 2,mw this logarithmic term is about one order of magnitude bigger than the
factor F(xt). As a result radiative corrections (Fig. 2.5) yield an enhancement by a factor of 6
at mt - 100 GcV and only of 3 at mt - 160 GeV (see Fig. 2.6). Let us remind that the
present estimates for the top quark mass are mt — (135^^) GeV [29] where the second error
reflects the uncertainty in the charm quark mass. Thus the QCD radiative corrections raise
BR(b -> 57) to about 3 x 10~4.

Using the linear approximation we parametrize the dependence of this prediction for the
branching fraction for the process 6 — » 57 on the top quark mass mt (shown in Fig. 2.5) by the
formula:

BR(b -» 57) = (14- 0.019 • mt/GeV) x 10*4. (2.13)

This estimate is valid also for the process B —v 7^,, where Xs represents the füll set of the
stränge final states (after the hadronization). It is expected that the X„ states are dominated
by the K* resonances (listed in table 2.2). Let us note that the decay B — » A" 7 is forbidden
because of the momentum conservation (the K has spin zero and the massless photon cannot
occur in the state with helicity zero). The calculation of the branching fractions for some simple
two-body exclusive final states requires a model describing the confinement of quarks inside a
meson. The model dependence results in the large theoretical uncertainty of the estimates for
T(B -* ^*(892)7)/r(fc -» 57). Various calculations give results ranging from 4.5-7% ([30, 3l])
up to 40% [32].

The observation of the process B —t ^r*(892)7 and decays yielding higher mass A'* resonan-
ces or the precise measurement of the upper limits on their branching fraction would result in
a better estimation of BR(b — > 57). It was calculated by T. Altomari [3l] that

T(B - Xs~i)/T(b -» 67) - 37%, (2.14)

12



Table 2.2: Masses and spin-parities of K* mesons.

Meson

#*(892)

#j(1270)

#a(1400)

#'(1370)

#'(1430)

Jp

1~

1 +

1 +

l'

0+

Meson

K; (1430)

#'(1680)

#2(1770)

#3'(1780)

#;(2045)

Jp

2+

1-

2~

3-

4 +

7

B

Figure 2.7: Diagram presenting contribution from long-distance interaction to the process
B —> #'7. The intermediate state Vn denotes here any vector meson.

where Xs denotes A"* resonances with mass higher than the mass of the A'*(892) and lower
than the mass of the /)*(2010). Therefore higher mass A'* states may give a large contribution
to the 6 —» 57 exclusive states.

So far we have considered only short-distance contributions to the process 6 —» 57. The
dominating diagram of the long-distance processes is shown in Fig. 2.7. Here the transition
B —» VA'*, where V denotes the vector bosons p, u?, 0, J/Vs V1 ? V1" e^c. is followed by an
electromagnetic transition V —* 7. In Ref. [33] it was calculated that the branching fraction for
all long-distance contributions to B —> A'*7 is approximately 10~6 i.e. two Orders of magnitude
lower than the branching fraction arising from one-loop electro-weak process. So the decay
B —> A'*7 is dominated by short-distance effects. One should mention that at the quark level
the transition 6 —* sJ/V'5 ^/V' —* 7 is forbidden äs the J/rf —> 7 transition is not allowed for a
real photon.

2.2.2 The b
Model

transition in the extensions of the Standard

We discuss here the theoretical predictions for the process 6 —t 57 in the extensions of the
Standard Model. First we present the results of the left-right Symmetrie version of the Standard
Model, then of theories with two Higgs doublets. In the next section~we will present predictions

13



Figure 2.8: Diagrams for the b — > 57 transition in the left-right Symmetrie extensions of the
Standard Model. X denotes here the transition between left- and right-symmetric particles.

resulting from supersymmetric (SUSY) models. We omit here models with a fourth generation
äs they have been excluded by the LEP results [34].

In the Standard Model the discrete symmetries like charge conjugation and parity are broken
explicitly, i.e. the Lagrangian does not conserve these symmetries while the gauge symmetry
517(2) X U(l) is broken spontaneously. In the left-right Symmetrie extensions of the Stan-
dard Model both kinds of symmetries are broken spontaneously and discrete symmetries are
conserved in the Lagrangian, which is invariant under an 5C/(2)j, x St/(2)/? x U(l) gauge trans-
formations. In this case we have two kinds of charged currents mediated by WL and WR

with the mixing between them described by the parameter £ and we must deal with two quark
mixing matrices in the left- and right-handed sectors of the model. The simplest choice is to
assume that both these matrices are equal to the K-M matrix (so called 'manifest' left-right
symmetry).

The experimental non-observation of the WR mediated charged currents [l] is usually taken
care of by increasing the WR mass and by suppressing the mixing between left and right
sectors. The present bound on the WR mass is m(Wji) > 1.6 TeV [35] while the direct bound
on £ derived from B meson decays is £ < 0.06. An indirect analysis based on non-leptonic
K decays yields a stronger bound of £ < 0.004 [36]. Assuming the stronger bound and the
'manifest' left-right symmetry, it was shown in Ref. [1] that BR(b — > 57) is slightly higher than
that in the Standard Model (without the QCD radiative corrections) and it rises slowly with
the mass of the top quark reaching 1.5 x 10~4 for mt = 120 GeV. This result depends however
quite strongly on the values of mfH7/}), £ and the K-M matrix parameters in the right-handed
sector. E. g. for a looser bound of £ < 0.06 the above branching fraction could be significantly
bigger. On the othei hand the experimental knowledge about radiative FCNC transition b — » s
can be used to impose constraints on the parameters of the left-right Symmetrie models.

Turning to the Standard Model extensions with two Higgs doublets [2] one should stress
that the most reliable estimates exist for models where one Higgs doublet couples only to the
Q — 2/3 quarks while the other couples only to the O — —1/3 quarks. The crucial parameter
here is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, rH — v2/Vi,
where Uj, v2 corresponds the Higgs nelds couplings the up and down quarks, respectively. The
extension of the Higgs sector from one doublet to two (or more) results in the existence of
charged Higgs bosons. The possibility of their presence in the orie-loop diagram (Fig. 2.9)

14
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Figure 2.9: b —* 57 transition in the Standard Model extensions with two Higgs doublets.

yields a substantial enhancement (up to one order of magnitude) of the rate for 6 —» 57 in
wide mass ränge of the top quark and charged Higgs. The largest enhancement occurs when
rrifj < mt. It was also sKown in Ref. [2] that there are quite large QCD radiative corrections
for the diagrams from Fig. 2.9. In fact one can expect here BR(b —» 57) to be äs high äs 10~3.

2.2.3 The b —» 57 transition in supersymmetric theories

The crucial point of discussing rare B decays in SUSY [3] is the presence of an entirely new
source of FCNC. It was shown that the vertices g — q — g, where g denotes gluino and q the
squark, i.e. scalar partner of the quark g, can yield a flavour change. This is impossible for the
vertices g — q — q. The most important contribution to b —> 57 comes here from the penguin
diagram with gluinos and down squarks (Fig. 2.10) being exchanged.

In the N — l (N counts the number of supersymmetry generators) local SUSY model it
was shown [3] that the knowledge of an upper limit of the branching fraction for the decays
6 —> 57 and 6 —* sg constraints (see Fig. 2.11) the masses of the gluino g and the lightest
squark with charge -1/3 (this quark is usually called 6 although it is not a SUSY partner of
the b quark). It is only in the area to the right of the solid line, in which the spontaneous
breaking of the 5(7(2) x t/(l) symmetry takes place at the correct scale. The region ruled out
by the bound BR(b —t 57) > 10~3 is also shown (hatched area). The precise values of these
constraints depend on the top quark mass m, and the ratio v^/v-^ of the vacuum expectations
values of two Higgs doublets introduced in these theories. From Fig. 2.11 (where mt — 100 GeV
and v-2/vi — 2 were assumed) for BR(b —> s j ) > 10~3 we find that gluinos of few GeV's are
excluded unless m^ is at least 50 GeV and, in any case, gluino masses up to 50-60 GeV are
ruled out for m^ < 60 GeV. These constraints would be weaker than those obtained by the
UA2 collaboration [37]. They found a limit on the squark mass of m-b > 74 GeV (90 % C.L.)
independently of the gluino mass. Similarly a limit on the gluino mass is m^ > 79 GeV
(90 % C.L.) independently of the squark mass. For equal squark and gluino masses the UA2
collaboration reported a limit m^ — m,g > 106 GeV. Let us remark that for the limit on the
BR(b —» 57) higher than 10~3 the region in Fig. 2.11 ruled out by this bound would be smaller
and the resulting constraints on masses of the gluino and the squark would be weaker.
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7

Figure 2.10: 6 —* 57 transition diagram with the exchange of gluino g and d squark in SUSY
models.
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Figure 2.11: Region in the m^-ni-b plane where BR(b —t 57) > 10 3 for mt — 100 GeV and

v2/vi — 1 (hatched area) [3], In the region to the right of the solid line spontaneous breaking

of the S U (2) x U (l) symmetry takes place at the correct scalc. The 'allowed region' of values
of masses of the squark and the gluino spreads to the right of thc solid and dotted lines.
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Table 2.3: Summary of the predictions for BR(b —> 57).

Model Branching fraction

the Standard Model (SM)

SM with left-right symmetry

SM with two Higgs doublets

supersymmetric theories

io-4

10-*

10~3

10~3

Figure 2.12: Diagram for the process B —» K(K*)J/ij>.

2.2.4 Summary

Measurement of the FCNC transition b —-> s is expected to provide valuable test of the
Standard Model and its extensions. In this chapter we have discussed the theoretical predictions
for the branching fraction concerning the most interesting b —* .57 transition. The rough
estimates (reliable to the order of magnitude) of this branching fraction in the models considered
above are listed in Table 2.3. However the problems of QCD radiative corrections and of
calculating branching fractions for exclusive channels are far from being solved in these models.
The computations in the Standard Model extensions indicate an enhancement of the branching
fraction for the decay b —* 57 up to one order of magnitude over the expectation for the Standard
Model. The largest enhancement up to two orders of magnitude is expected in supersymmetric
theories. However, these predictions are strongly depeiident on values of free parameters present
in the models under investigation. The experimental estimation of the branching fraction for the
process b —»57 down to a level of 10~4 would permit to distmguish between different methods of
calculation of QCD corrections in the Standard Model. Further it would yield limits for the top
quark mass and constraints for masses of particles predicted by the extensions of the Standard
Model. Unfortunately, äs we will see in the thesis, such an accuracy is outside the ränge of the
present experimental possibilities. On the other side a larger value of this branching fraction,
if observed, may indicate new physics beyond the Standard Model.
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2.3 The decays b -» SJ/V>, B -> KJ/ij> and B -> K

The exclusive decays B —» KJ/^ and B —> K*J/$ are the manifestation at the hadronic
level of the direct production of the J/V» through the quark subprocess b —* sJ/V1 (Fig. 2.12).
As the cc pair forming the J/ij> must be a colour singlet these processes are suppressed. Taking
into account the radiative QCD corrections in the leading-log approximation, the Hamiltonian
for the process b —t sJ/ij? is of the form (from Ref. [38])

^QCD = GFV^ Vefc(ClOl + C2o2), (2.15)

where GF is Fermi constant. The operators Oi and O2 read

O — /i ^ \ ~ ^ / i ^ \  /  o  i  /* \ n \ • *V l l ^— ^Vc l fl'/ '\ f^ '^t l l -- *Yr l /^ '^ ' \ ' l tl l

with the summation over the colour indices i and j. Ci(2) are QCD renormalization constants

ci(2) = « {[M™*)/0^771*')] '^ [a,(mfc)/a,(mw)] . (2-17)

The resulting width of the decay 6 — * s J/VJ is

2 , K 2 A ,

- 0.01, (2.18)
8?r

where

(2.19)

The exact form of the function Aj, depending on the masses of the J/V' and the quarks b and s
may be found in Ref. [38]. In the same paper it was shown that gj,^ = (2.38 ± 0.14) (GeV)4.
This estimate is in agreement with the experimental value (from Particle Data Group ta-
bles [39])

T(B -» J/$X) = (1.12 ± 0.18) x 10~2. (2.20)

For the calculation of the width for the exclusive decays B — * A'J/V7 and B — > A'' J/VJ we
need the hadronic matrix elements < K ( k ) s^^b B(p) > and < K* (k) «7M(1 — 7s)fr ^{p) >
where the p and k are the four-momenta of the B and the A' meson, respectively. They are linear
combinations of momenta and of four form-factors depending on g = p — k. The exact form of
the form-factors is obtained with the help of the model proposed by M. Bauer, B. Stech and
M. Wirbel [9, 38]. This yields the following formulae for the widths of the decays B -+ A' J/t/1

and B -> A'V/V»

, (2.21)
Ö7T

where the functions \ and A^ depend on the known values of the respective form-factors and
on the masses of the mesons which participate in the decay. Now we can calculate the following
ratios:

T(B _
= °-08 ~ °-16' (2'22)

As a result the branching fractions for the decays B —t K J 14" and B — * K" J/rf are estimated
to be equal to (8 ± 2) x 10~4 and (16 ± 4) x 10~4, respectively.
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3. Experimental Layout

Our data were taken at the DORIS II (DOppel Ring Speicher) storage ring at Deutsches
Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY) in 1985-1986 with the help of the Crystal Ball detector.

3.1 DORIS II

DESY
LINAC I

PIA

LINAC II
Crystal Ball

DORIS II

Figure 3.1: Layout of the DORIS II storage ring together with the injection System.

DORIS has been in Operation since 1974 [40]. Its present version is a single storage ring
with a maximum CMS energy of 11.2 GeV and with a luminosity of 1031 cm'^ec"1.

The DORIS II acceleration System is shown in Fig. 3.1. The electrons are emitted from a
heated surface and accelerated with a linear accelerator calied LINAC I to the energy of 60 MeV.
Electrons are also accelerated in LINAC II to 240 MeV when they hit a tungsten target and
their Bremsstrahlung radiation yields e+e~ pairs. The positrons are then separated, cooled
and accumulated in the small ring calied PIA (Positron Intensity Accumulator). The electrons
from the LINAC I and the positrons from PIA are injected into the DESY Synchrotron where
they are accelerated up to an energy of 5.3 GeV. Finally electron and positron bunches are
transferred to DORIS II where they circulate and collide every microsecond in two interaction
points around which the Crystal Ball (North intersection) and the ARGUS (South intersection)
detectors were installed.
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Each bunch contains about 1011 particles. In the z direction along the beam the bunch is
Gaussian-like distributed with <rz = 2.1 cm. This causes a spread of the interaction point along
the beam axis which is approximately Gaussian with ff = 1.5 cm.

The energy resolution of an electron-positron storage ring is limited mainly by Synchrotron
radiation, which gives at DORIS II an average energy loss of about 4 MeV per revolution. This
results in a beam energy spread of 9.6 MeV at FWHM. The energy loss must be compensated
all the time by the high frequency transmitters. On the other hand the Synchrotron radiation
plays also a positive role polarizing the beams (up to 90% of polarization) due to the Sokolov-
Ternov effect [41]. By destroying this polarization with an adjustable RF frequency transmitter
it is possible to measure the beam energy with the best accuracy (±0.2 MeV).

Main Ball
(672 Nal(Tl)
crystals)

tunnel
crystals

Nal(Tl)
endcaps

small angle
luminosity
monitor

l m

mini -/3-quadmp öle ZJH0787

Figure 3.2: View of the Crystal Ball detector.

3.2 The Crystal Ball detector

The Crystal Ball detector (42] was designed in 1974 and started data taking in the energy
region of the cc resonances at the SPEAR storage ring in SLAC, Stanford (USA) in 1978. In
1982-1986 the detector was working at DORIS II in the CMS energy ränge of the T resonances
collecting a total of 264 pfe"1 of integrated luminosity. The Crystal Ball returned to Stanford
in 1987.

The experimental setup of the Crystal Ball detector is shown in Fig. 3.2. It is designed
to measure precisely the energy and direction of electromagnetically showering particles. The
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major part of the detector is a non-magnetic calorimeter called Main Ball, built äs a spherica]
shell of 672 Nal(Tl) crystals covering 93% of füll solid angle. Its inner radius is 10 inck
(25.6 cm), while the outer one is 26 inck (66.2 cm). The beam particles enter the interaction
point (centre of the sphere) via two holes in the Main Ball. The holes (also called tunnels)
extend over the remaining 7% of the füll solid angle. The 40 Nal(Tl) crystals of the endcaps
increase the active area of the detector up to 98% of 4?r. Charged particles are detected in four
double layers of proportional tube chambers placed inside the shell and surrounding the beam
pipe. The outer layer covers 78% of 4ir. A source of additional Information is a time-of-flight
(ToF) system providing a shield against the cosmic background and a sm all-angle luminosity
monitor (described in Appendix B). The whole detector (besides the ToF system which is also
not shown in Fig. 3.2) is placed inside a dry house because of the hygroscopic properties of
Nal(Tl).

The Main Ball has the shape of an icosahedron (Fig. 3.3). Its 20 triangle faces are called
'major triangles' and each of them is subdivided into four 'minor triangles1. Bach minor triangle
consists of 9 crystals. Therefore, in principle we would have 20 major triangles x 4 minor
triangles X 9 = 720 crystals covering the füll solid angle. Leaving room for the beam pipe
reduces the number of crystals to 672 and the solid angle to 93% of 4?r. Each crystal has the
shape of a 16 inch (40.6 cm) long truncated pyramid. Its thickness corresponds to 16 radiation
lengths and one nuclear absorption length. The 60 crystals surrounding the beam pipe are
called tunnel crystals. The angular ränge covered by them is equal to 0.85 < cos# |< 0.93.
The crystals are optically isolated by wrapping them into white paper and aluminium foil. Each
of them is connected to the photomultiplier which converts the collected light into an analog
electrical signal. These signals are afterwards amplified and digitized in the two ADC (Analog
to Digital Converters). The relationship between the energy deposition in the Main Ball and
the ADC output is linear.

The energy resolution of the Main Ball is

= (2.7 ± 0.2)%/E/GeV (3.1)

and the spatial resolution is (1-3)°, slightly depending on energy.
In order to detect charged particles a set of tube chambers working in the proportional mode

was mounted around the beam pipe. There were four double layers of 800 aluminium tubes
filled with a gas mixture of 80% Ar, 19% CO2 and 1% CH4 (Fig. 3.4). The position of the
hit in the z direction along the beam axis was determined by charge division with an accuracy
of about 2 cm in the inner layers and 0.6 cm in the outer layers. In the azimuthal direction a
resolution per double layer of 6 mrad in the outer and of 15 mrad in the inner double layers
was achieved.

A variety of triggers was applied during the Crystal Ball Operation. The data used in this
study have been collected using the total energy trigger which required that the sum of energy
depositions in all minor triangles without tunnel crystals is greater than 1800 McV.
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M a j or- Tri an gle
Mi nor-Tri angle

Crystal cm

Intersection point

Figure 3.3: The Main Ball geometry. The upper pictures show the division of the ball into
major and minor triangles. The lower pictures show respectively: the division into individual
crystals and the shape of one of them.
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37 cm

Figure 3.4: View of the tube chamber System. The upper left and lower parts of the picture
represent the projection in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis with the distances from
the beam axis to the different layers in cm. The upper right part of the picture shows the
projection onto a plane containing the beam axis.
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4. Data Processing

Our data sample was taken at the centre of the T(4S) resonance with an integrated luminos-
ity of 75.9 pb~l (so-called ON T(45) data) and in continuum below the resonance peak with an
integrated luminosity of 18.5 pfc"1. In this chapter we describe the procedures of reconstruction
of energies and directions of particles from the raw data; selection of multi-hadron events will
be also presented. Finally we determine the number of genuine BB pairs in our data sample.

4.1 Reconstruction program

The raw data written on magnetic tapes are processed by the reconstruction program.
This procedure is called 'data production'. The electronic counts, e.g. digital signals from the
photomultipliers of the crystals and the pulse heights at each end of the chambers are then
converted into physical quantities, like energies of individual crystals or the hit coordinates
in the tube chambers. From them the information about energies and directions of detected
particles can be obtained. In this chapter we describe these aspects of the reconstruction
algorithm which are important for our study.

The first step of the reconstruction is the recalculation of the ADC counts into energies
deposited in individual crystals (see Apppendix A).

After determining the crystal energies we search within the Main Ball for energy clusters
called 'connected regions'. A set of crystals forms a connected region if each member of it has
an energy deposition of at least 10 MeV and if it shares a vertex or a face with another crystal
of this set (see Fig. C.l in Appendix C for examples). The sum of energy depositions of all
crystals belonging to it will be denoted äs ECONREG-

Next one looks for local maxima in the energy distribution within each energy cluster. This
is done by an empirical algorithm called BUMPS. First, the crystal with the highest energy in a
connected region is labelled a lbump' (see Fig. 4.1) and three nearest neighbours are associated
with it. The sum of energies of these four crystals is called £4 (Fig. 4.1).

Additional crystals belonging to this connected region are associated with the bump crystal
if the angle ß between the centres of the bump and the crystal under investigation is smaller
than 15° or if

15° < ß < 45° and ECRYSTAL < E< x 0.72 x exp[(-9.4(l - cos/3)]. (4.1)

This empirical formula was obtained by scanning Monte Carlo events. The crystal with the
highest energy and not yet associated to the bump is called the next bump crystal and the
procedure is repeated until all crystals in a connected region are associated to bumps.

In the following the information from the tube chambers is used to distinguish between
charged and neutral particles. First the raw tube chamber data i.e. pulse heights at each end
of a tube are converted into hit coordinates in the chambers with the help of the method of
charge division.

At this stage we attempt to fit straight line trajectories to the hits in the chambers. If
there are at least three hits which can be fitted to the straight line passing through the vertex
this track is called IR (Interaction Region) track. The IR track whose direction forms an angle
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Figure 4.1: Three nearest layers of crystais surrounding the bump crystal (with the energy EI;
marked with an asterisk in the centre). The energies of the first layer (area of crossed lines)
together with the bump energy add to the energy £4. Adding the energies of the second and
third layer (vertical lines and blank areas, respectively) results in the energies E13 and E37.
The dashed circles represent Möllere radii described in Appendix C.

smaller than 15° with the direction to the centre of the bump crystal is associated with this
bump äs a 'tracked charged' particle and its direction is defined äs the fitted direction of the
track. If two or more tracks are associated to a bump the closest track is assigned to the bump.

All the remaining hits which have not been associated to tracked charged particles are used
to check if any of the other bumps correspond to the charged particles. A special algorithm
looks through the bumps and if a small window in the azimuthal angle 4> (6$ = 0.15 rad) and
in the z coordinate measured along the beam direction (6z = 8, 8, 5, 5 cm in four layers of the
chambers) contains at least two hits this bump is called 'tagged charged'. For all remaining
bumps neutral charge is assumed.

The aim of the next step is to assign energy to all tracks and to determine the directions
of the neutral and the 'tagged charged' particles (for the 'tracked charged' ones this was done
previously). For the purpose of this study the particle energy was calculated äs the sum of
energies of the bump crystal and its 12 closest neighbours (see Fig. 4.1). This so-called £13

energy is corrected for two effects. One correction of 2.25% is due to the energy deposited
outside of the group of 13 crystais. Secondly, the energy fraction deposited in 13 crystais
depends on the entry point of the particle into the crystal. A particle entering near a crystal
border will leave more energy in the wrapping medium of the crystais than a particle entering
near to its centre. As a measure of this so-called position correction 'PCORR' we take the ratio
Ei/Eiz and we use an empirical function obtained from analysis of events coming from Bhabha
scattering e+e~ € ' €

PCORR(E1/EU) =

1.055 if E1/E13 < 0.4

(l/(0.898-h0.12551/£i3) if 0.4 < E^/E13 < 0.82

l if EI l EK > 0.82.

Finally the energy is calculated äs

(4.2)

13
E CORR (4.3)

t=i

In order to determine the directions of non-IR tracks each bump crystal is divided into 16 sub-
crystals. The algorithm compares the observed energy distribution in the group of 13 crystais
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Figure 4.2: The energy deposited in the Main Ball EBALL for events recorded on one magnetic
tape during data taking. Multi-hadron events are shown äs shaded area. Watch the vertical
scale which is logarithmic.

with the distribution expected for Monte Carlo photons, when the particle enters the centre
of each one of these 16 subcrystals. The direction of the track is taken from the subcrystal
for which there is the smallest difFerence between observed energy deposition and its predicted
shape.

4.2 Selection of multi-hadron events

The next step in the data pröcessing is the selection of multi-hadron events from the decay
of the T(45) resonance (BB events are obviously expected in this sample). Unfortunately
only a few percent of the triggers on the raw data tape are of that type. This can be seen
from the total energy distribution for all the triggers from one raw data tape and for the
final sample of hadronic events (Fig. 4.2). The low energy triggers in this picture are due to
cosmic rays, beam-gas interactions and 77-reactions. Triggers around 10 GeV correspond to
Bhabha scattering. Hadronic events are between these two peaks for energy EBALL ranging
from 2.5 GeV to 10.5 GeV. The energy EBALL 1S defined äs the sum of energy deposits in all
crystals of the Main Ball

672

EBALL = / _ E,. (4.4)

The background to hadronic events in this energy interval comes mainly from two photon
interactions, QED events like e+e~ —» /+/~(7), where / = e,//,r (the tail in Fig. 4.2 at
EBALL •> 10 GeV is due to Bhabha events faking multi-hadron ones), and beam-gas or beam-
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wall interaction. Most of this background can be removed by the selection of hadronic events,
which is based on cuts on event parameters like energy, multiplicity and parameters describ-
ing the topology of the event. In this analysis the selection of hadronic events is done by the
Standard Crystal Ball program [43], Now we describe our selection cuts in some detail. One
should note that after applying this procedure our hadronic event sample contains not only
multi-hadron events from the T(45) resonance but also non-removable background of hadronic
events generated in non-resonant production. Fig. 4.3 shows a Mercator type display of the
Main Ball for a multi-hadron event.

The beam-gas and beam-wall interactions are efficiently reduced by a cut in the ( ß ^ x t r a n t )
plane, where

672

ß= V Eipi /EBALL (4.5)' X -J ' ' *-ff*u*J \

is the absolute value of the normalized vector sum of the crystal energies and measures the
energy imbalance of an event (pi is a unit vector pointing to the centre of the ith crystal in
which energy Ei was deposited) and

672

(4.6)

is the normalized transverse energy of an event (Qi is the polar angle with respect to the e+

beam direction of the ith crystal). The centre-of-mass energy is

(4.7)

where EBEAM is the beam energy.
Hadronic events must satisfy the following requirements:

• O.IW < EBALL < 1.5W.

• xtran, > 0.2, ß < 0.7 and xtran. > 0.5/9 + 0.1.

The upper limit of the first cut was set to l .5 W in order to reject some rare events of cosmic
background and beam-dump. Fig. 4.4 shows the plane (/3,x(ran,) for ON T(45) events and for
single-beam data with the above cut (solid line). The rejection of beam-related background is
clearly seen.

As beam-gas and beam-wall interactions deposit a large fraction of energy at s m all angles
we apply also the cuts:

• ETUNNEL/ EBALL < 0-5 an(* EENDCAPS! EBALL < 0.4,
where ETUNNEL and EENDCAPS are the sums of the energies of the 60 tunnel crystals adjacent
to the beam pipe and of the endcap crystals, respectively.

In order to suppress Bhabha events we demand a minimum multiplicity, i.e.

• at least three connected regions, each with ECONREG > 100 MeV .

Further suppression of radiative Bhabha events with photons of energy greater than 100 MeV
is obtained äs follows:

• There should be at most one connected region with ECONREG > 0.80 EBEAM •

• There cannot be any connected region with ECONREG > 0.80 EBEAM if EBALL > 0-?5 W.

Events satisfying the above requirements are called hadronic ones and we denote their
number by N%?.
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Figure 4.3: A Mercator type display of the Main Ball for one hadronic event. The numbers
represent energies (in MeV) deposited in the individual crystals. Only minor triangles are
marked. The energy clusters (connected regions) are surrounded by solid lines. The crosses
mark positions of local maxima of the energy deposits (bumps). The lower part of the picture
shows hits in the tube chambers in various projections with tracks corresponding to charged
and neutral particles presented äs solid and dashed lines, respectively.
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Figure 4.4: (/3,Ztran*) plane for (a) ON T(45) data and (b) single-beam data. Our cut is shown
äs a solid line. We accept events in the upper left part of the plane.
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4.3 Data sample

The data samples used in this analysis were taken in 1985 and 1986 (see Fig. 4.5) on the
T(45) resonance (75.6 pb~l) at the beam energy of (5.290± 0.005) GeV and in the continuum
below this resonance (18.5 pb~l) in the beam energy ränge from 5.23 GeV to 5.26 GeV (see
Table 4.1). The author participated in the data taking in 1985.

4.3.1 Visible h ad ro nie cross-section

The visible hadronic cross section is calculated äs

had
via

N.had

(4.8)

where L is the integrated luminosity (see Appendix B). It has been measured at several values
of the centre-of-mass energy W (Fig. 4.6) around the position of the T(4S) resonance. As it can
be seen from Fig. 4.6 the total visible cross-section is equal to about 3.6 nb at the maximum.
However, the contribution from the continuum is large, i.e. about 2.7 nb and the ratio of the
T(45) resonance signal to the continuum background is l : 3.

Table 4.1: Data samples used in the analysis.

luminosity (pb l )

number of Bhabha cvents(NBh)

number of multi-hadron events

observed (N1™*)

ON T(45)

75.9 ± 0.8

874035

288563

continuum

18.5 ±0.4

217146

56720

4.3.2 Number of multi-hadron events from the Y(4S) resonance

The estimation of the number of multi-hadron events from the T(4S) resonance N^jd re-
quires the knowledge about the contribution from the continuum. This can be achieved by
taking data not only at the resonance but also at energies outside the maximum (in this case
30 to 60 MeV below the peak). Let us denote the number of multi-hadron events and the
number of Bhabha events measured outside the resonance by Noa/F and NQFF, respectively.
The same quantities measured at the peak are NQ$ and NQJ^. The number of multi-hadron
events arising from the resonance (the number of BB pairs) can be determined in the following
way:

4S
- TV1"-! - J\Jhaü — AT— J *nn — J»iOW J»,

had
OJV

r had
'OFF X = (60.3 ± 1.1) x 103. (4.9)

The quantity r/UTT, — ̂ QN/^OFF which represents the luminosity scale factor is in our case
equal to 4.025 ± 0.009. For details concerning the luminosity measurement see Appendix B.
The error of 1.7% on Ngj; is dominated by the statistical error of the continuum sample of
0.4% multiplied by the luminosity ratio factor r/urn. The smaller contributions are: 0.2% uncer-
tainty in r/um, and less than 0.2% from a possible difference between the beam-gas background
contribution of the ON T(4S) and the continuum data samples.
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Figure 4.5: The integrated luminosity (per month) collected by Crystal Ball at DORIS II. The
open histogram represents data from the T(15) resonance peak and nearby, the dotted and
hatched histograms correspond to the T(25) and T{45), respectively. It is only the T(45)
events collected in 1985-86 which are used in this work.
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Figure 4.6: Visible hadronic cross-section äs a function of the centre-of-mass energy W at the
T(4S) resonance. The curve is drawn solely to guide the eye. Watch the vertical scale which
does not start from zero. Arrows mark the region of the centre-of-mass energy in which the
continuum data sample was taken. „



5. Data analysis

In this chapter we present the search for the flavour changing neutral current b — » «7
(B — » K * f ) , äs well äs for the decays B — > KJ/if> and £ — * K*J/-^ in our data. The selection
cuts, the fits to the selected data, the procedure of efficiency calculation and the estimation of
systematic errors are described.

5.1 Reduction of non-BB events

First we try to enhance the ratio of the number of multi-hadron events from the decays
T(45) — » BB to the number of events from hadronic continuum and to reduce background
from T+T~ events in our hadronic data sample. This is achieved by applying cuts on the
event multiplicity and topology. We expect that BB events are more spherical and of higher
multiplicity than continuum ones. T+ r~ events are jet-üke and also of a lower multiplicity. As
a quantitative measure of the event topology we use the second Fox- Wolfram moment H2 [44].
It is close to zero for spherically-symmetric events and near to one for jet-like events. This
moment is defined here äs:

where E\s the energy deposition in the bump module i, and a^- is the angle between the i-th
and j'-th bump directions. We use a non-standard definition because usually the Fox- Wolfram
moments deal with the moment a of the particles. Unfortunately they are not known here since
the Crystal Ball is a non-magnetic detector. The detector measures only a small fraction of the
energy of charged hadrons (2/3 of all hadrons, 1/2 of them interact in the detector). Therefore
the energies E\-$ or ECONREG are not good measures of the particle energy in the definition
of the Fox- Wolfram moments and using them we would underestimate the energy contribution
from charged hadrons in comparison to electromagnetically showering particles. Monte Carlo
studies showed that this imbalance almost disappears while applying the energy of the bump
crystal EI (it underestimates energies of electromagnetically showering particles and hadrons
approxJmately in the same way).

Selecting the sample of T(45) — » BB events which will be fürt her used to search for photons
from the decay 6 — * ,57 we demand that:

• the second Fox- Wolfram moment #2 is < 0.4,

• the total number of local energy maxima (bumps) is > 8.

Similar cuts are used in the search for the decays B — » KJ/ifr and B — * K*

• the second Fox- Wolfram moment H2 is < 0.5,

• the total number of local energy maxima (bumps) is > 7.
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Figure 5.1: Distributions of the second Fox-Wolfram moment H2 (a) and of the multiplicity
(total number of bumps) (b) for ON T(4S) data (solid segments) and for the Monte Carlo
sample simulating the process T(45) —* BB,B —* K*($92)J/i/> (solid histogram) and for the
Monte Carlo prediction for the r^r~ contribution (shaded histogram). All distributions are
normalized to the same area. The cuts are shown by vertical lines.
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Figure 5.2: Spectrum of neutral particles from ON T(45) ( solid histogram) and continuum
(shaded histogram) data samples before applying our selection cuts. The dotted histogram
represents continuum spectrum scaled by a factor r/um = 4.025 (cf. sec. 4.3.2).

Monte Carlo studies showed that after these last two cuts almost no T(45) —* BB events
are lost (< 2%). At the same time we rejected at least 16% of continuum and 84% of T+T~
events, respectively. Fig. 5.1 show the H2 and multiplicity distributions for ON T(45) data
and for Monte Carlo data simulating the process T(45) —* BB,B —* K

5.2 Search for the process b —> 57 (B —> K**y)

After reduction of events which do not originale from the decays T(45) —* B B we select
events with high-energy photons. Studying their inclusive spectrum we will look for any pho-
tons coming from the process b —» $7. This sample allows also a search for exclusive decays
B -+ Ü T * .

5.2.1 Topology of B -» K*j events
W*> Innir TnT- 4 n*» r\rrn~<»cc 7? —i K **v l f\r\f> c rinn lWe look for the process B —* K'-j (one should remind that the decay mode B —» K-y is

forbidden because of the conservation of angular momentum) where the B meson comes from
the T(45) decay into a BB pair. The T(45) resonance decays at rest and the momentum of
the B(B) meson is very small (about 320 MeV/c) since the BB threshold is just below T(45)
mass. Therefore B(B) mesons decay almost at rest. As a result we expect a fairly isotropic
angular distribution of their decay products in the laboratory frame.

In caseof the two-body B —* A'*7 decay the K* and the high-energy photon (about 2.5 GeV)
are emitted almost exactly in opposite directions in the laboratory frame since the B meson is
very slow. The products of the K* decay liein a relatively narrow cone with a maximum opening
angle of maximum 35° around the K* direction. Therefore the process under investigation
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should manifest itself in a more abundant production of particles in the direction opposite to
that of the selected photon, i.e. in the presence of at least one particle in a cone with opening
angle greater than 145° with respect to the photon. As the Crystal Ball detector is not able to
identify the K" decay products we can only search for the process B —* ^'7 by investigation
of the inclusive photon spectrum and of the distribution of the largest angle formed between
the direction of the selected photon and the direction of any other particle. We mark this angle
by a. The particle with the biggest opening angle with respect to the photon will be called
'opposite' one.

This picture of the B —> K*f decay topology is based on the Monte Carlo study of the
kinematics of the above process (Appendix D).

5.2.2 Photon selection

We describe here the selection of high-energy photon candidates. They are defined äs well
separated neutral clusters with the lateral pattern of their energy deposition consistent with
that of electromagnetically showering particles. The energy spectrum of all neutral particles
from ON T(4S) and continuum events is shown in Fig. 5.2. As a measure of a particle energy
we use here the energy E%fRR , which is the energy E^fRR äs described in Chapter 4 with
the application of a sroall empirical correction discussed in Appendix A. Now we apply various
cuts.

The first cut selects only high-energy photon candidates:

• E?°RR' > 1000 MeV

since such pbotons are expected from B —> K*-y decay.
The next two requirements reject charged particles, e.g. electrons. The cut in the polar

angle 0

• cosQ < 0.75

selects particles which pass all four layers of the tube chambers and thus ensures reliable charge
information. Here the particle direction is determined from the Main Ball only, and not from
the tube chambers.

• The particle is recognized äs neutral by the Standard reconstruction procedure.

The Standard Crystal Ball tag for neutral particles is the presence of at most one hit in the
tube chambers pointing to the cluster seen in the main detector äs described in Chapter 4.

The next pair of cuts chooses well separated high-energy photon candidates (isolation cuts):

• There should be only one local maximum of energy (bump) in a given cluster (connected
region).

• £W < 40 MeV.

The £24/1 energy is defined äs the highest energy deposit in a single crystal belonging to the
layer of 24 third order neighbours. In case of a connected region corresponding to a single
particle this parameter should be small because almost the whole particle energy is deposited
in the nearest two layers. If the directions of two or more particles are close to each other their
energy clusters overlap and the value of E^4h is usually much bigger. In Fig. 5.3 we present the
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Figure 5.3: Scatter plots of the energy E^h versus the energy E^fnR for photon can-
didates for (a) ON Y(4S) data and (b) the Monte Carlo sample simulating the process
Y(4S) —» B B. B —> A'"(892)'j. The plots were obtained before applying the cut on E2*h
for candidates which satisfied all the requiremenis listed before this cut. We accept candidates
below the horizontal line.
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candidates for (a) ON T(45) data and (b) the Monte Carlo sample simulaling the process
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Figure 5.5: Scatter plots of the energy ratio Ei/E4 versus the energy E CORR
13 for pholon

candidates for (a) ON T(45) data and (b) the Monte Carlo sample simulating the process
T(45) -> BB,B -* AT*(892)7- The plots were obtained before applying ihe cut on El/E4 for
candidates which satisfied all the requirements listed before this cut . AAe accept candidates
between horizontal lines.
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Figure 5.6: Scatter plots of the second moment of the lateral energy STR versus the energy
E™RR for photon canddates for (a) ON T(45) data and (b) the Monte Carlo sample simulating
the process T(45) —» B B,B —» Ä'*(892)7- The plots were obtained before applying the cut
on STR for candidates which salisfied all the requirements listed before this cut. We accepl
candidates below the horizontal line.
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I

scatter plots of E24h versus the energy E^fRR for photon candidates for ON T(45) data and
for the Monte Carlo sample simulating the process T(45) — » BB,B — * A"*(892)7.

In order to distinguish electromagnetically showering particles from hadrons we apply t wo
cuts on the energy ratios describing the lateral pattern of the particle energy deposition in the
Main Ball (so-called 'pattern cuts' described in Appendix C):

• 0.84 < E4/E <0.96.

* 0.64 < EljE4 < 0.93.

The energies £3 and EA were defined in Fig. 4.1. Plots of E4/EffRfi> and £3/£4 versus the
energy E^RR for photon candidates from ON T(45) data and for the Monte Carlo sample
simulating the process T(4S) — * BB, B — * A'*(892)7 are shown in iigures 5.4 and 5.5.

The cut on the second moment of the lateral energy distribution STR defined in Appendix C
is intended to suppress the w° background. We demand:

• STR < 0.0075.

As described in Appendix C two photons from the decay of a TT° with energy above l GtV tend
to overlap and produce one energy cluster with one or two bumps. The energy deposition of
such TT°'S is of more oval shape (bigger STR) than in case of the almost radially symmetrical
deposit of single photons. The plots of the second moment of the lateral energy versus thei
energy E^fRR for photon candidates for ON T(45) data and for the Monte Carlo sample
simulating the process T(45) — * BB,B — > A'*(892)7 are shovrn in Fig. 5.6.

The inclusive pholon spectrum for the ON T(45) and the continuum data samples after
all cuts is shown in Fig. 5.7. The spectrum from BB events, i.e. after subtraction of the
continuum contribution from ON T(4S) events, is presented (Fig. 5.8). To check our procedure.
we calculate the total number of photons in the inclusive spectrum from BB events in the
energy ränge above 2.7 GeV (see Fig. 5.8), i.e. above the kinematical limit for photons from B
meson decay. This results in (8 ± 54) photons which shows that the subtraction has been done
correctly. The excess of photons from other B meson decays is significant only below photon
energies of 1.5 GeV. Unfortunately no evidence for any signal of monochromatic photon line
could be found. In order to calculate an upper limit we have to determine the efficiency of our
hardware and Software selection for the relevant exclusive decay modes B — » K'~ (see below).

5.2.3 Efficiency of the selection of hadronic events

The efficiency for the selection of multi-hadron events is estimated by simulating T(45)
decays according to the reaction

c"e" -» T(45) -> B~B -» hadrons (5.2)

using the Standard LUND string fragmentation model (version 6.1) [45]. The generated events
were then reconstructed with our Standard Software described in Chapter 4 and subjected io
the same cuts äs real data. The details concerning the Monte Carlo techniques in the Crystal
Ball experiment are collected in Appendix D. The efficiency of the selection of multi-hadron
events was found to be

thad = {92.0 ±0.5 ±0.9}%, (5.3)

where the firsl error is statistical one and the second. systematic error is due to variations using
different fragmentation models.
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Figure 5.7: Inclusive spectrum of photons from the ON T(45) (solid histogram) and the con-
tinuum (dotted histogram) data samples. The luminosity ratio r/um is 4.025.
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Figure 5.9: Energy spectrum of all neutral particles from the Monte Carlo sample simulating
the process T(45) —* BB,B —> K'(892)j (solid histogram). Photons selected äs described in
the text are also shown (double-hatched histogram).

5.2.4 Efficiency of photon selection

In order to estimate the photon detection efficiency we use the same LUND program to
simulate the Y(4S) meson decays at rest into BB pairs. In each simulated event exactly one
B(B) meson decays furthei into one of the K' states and a high-energy (aboul 2.5 GeV } photon.
The angular distribution of this decay was assumed to be described by the phase space. The
decays of the other B meson were simulated using the branching fractions for various decay
modes listed in Table D.l of Appendix D. We concentrated on four FC'NC decay channels:
B -» A"(S92|7. B^ A'j(1400)7, .B -> A'2( 1770)7 and B -» A4'(2045)7. Fig. 5.9 shows
the energy spectrum of neutral particles for ihe Monte Carlo sample simulating the process
T(45) —» B B, B —* A'"( 892)7- The efficiency of photon selection is defined äs the ratio of the
number of selected photons to the number of generated events. We obtain the following values:

A',(1400)
T

A'2(1770)
T

K; (204 5)

= (13.5 = 0.4 = 0.8)%

= (17.0 = 0.6-0.8)%

- (20.4 = 0.6 = 0.8)1;

- (20.3 = 0.6 = (

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

where the first error is statistical and the second systematir one. The latter includes syslematic

uncertainty in branching fractions for B meson decays simulated in ihe LUND program (0.6!/o)
and Ihe uncertainty in the choice of the fragmentation function applied in the piogram of QAl/l
(äs a measure of this error we take the difference in efficiencies between the string and Feyninan

Field fragmentation functions). For the mode B —* A*(892)7 w"^ studied by Monte Carlo the



difference in the efficiencies between neutral and charged B meson decays (0.3%). The increase
of the efficiency with the mass of the A'* state, used in the Simulation of the decay B —» A'*7,
is mainly due to the cut on the second Fox-Wolfram moment H2. For higher masses of the A"*
state. the topology of the event is more symmetrical (smaller values of #2) äs the A" decays
into more particles and at the same time the photon energy becomes smaller.

5.2.5 Determination of the upper limit for the process b —> s-y

Our present lask is to estimate the upper limit on the branching fraction for the process
6 —» 5-). First we calculate the total number of photons from BB events in the energy ränge
where photons from the decay under investigation may occur (see Fig. 5.8). This ränge spreads
up to photon energies of 2700 MeV', which corresponds to the highest possible energy of photons
from the decay B —* A'*(892)7, taking into account the Doppier shift and the energy resolution
of our detector. The lowest value of photon energy was set to 1850 MeV. Ttis is motivated by
the fact that below this energy the background of photons from other B meson decays becomes
substantial (Fig. 5.8). In case of the process B —» 7A" this corresponds to the recoil mass mx
of 2900 MeV. Therefore we are looking for photons coming from the process B —» 7A', where
by X we understand any hadron state in the mass ränge between 892 MeV and 2900 MeV.
Assuming that only states containing non-zero strangeness contribute here we can refer our
estimate to the process b —* 57. The presence of non-strange states e.g. those with charm
would Jead to overestimation of our upper limit i.e. the real upper limit for 6 —> s") would be
lower than that determined by us.

The efficiency of selection of photons from the decays B —» A'*7 evaluated for four difFerent
modes in the previous section depends on the photon energy (or, equivalently. on the recoil
mass). Therefore in the region defined above we corrected the number of photons for the
efficiency of their selection in each bin of the inclusive photon spectrum. We assumed that
possible photons with energy from 2700 MeV to 2500 MeV are detecled with the efficiency

K * i ftQ*? ̂
€-, * (Fig. 5.10) äs most of them come from the decay B —* A'"(892)7. In the same way
the next (wo efficiency values, namely (-, and t-, ' are associated to the ranges (2500-
2420) MfVand (2420-2300) MeV, respectively. For the rest of the ränge i.e. for photon energies
from 2300 MeV to 1850 MeV (recoil masses from 1950 McV to 2900 MfV) we assumed the

„, . A''(2045)
emciency t-,

V\'e claim that in this way we are possibly underestimating the efficiency which leads to a
conservative upper limit. As we mentioned before the increase of the efficiency for the selection
of photons from the decays B —» A'*7 with the recoil mass in the ränge from 892 MeV to
1770 MeV is caused by the cut on the event topology i.e. on the second Fox-Wolfram moment
H2. For the masses of the A'" states bigger than 1770 MeV our events become more spherical
and their topology is very similar for different A"* modes äs it was studied by comparing the
Hl distributions for B —' A'2(1770)7 and B —* A"J(2045)7 modes. Therefore our extrapolation
of the constant efficiency above the recoil mass of 2045 MeV is justified.

The total number of photons in the energy ränge from 2700 MeV to 1850 MeV (Fig. 5.10)

is then:
JV-, = -167 ± 370. (5.8)

which corresponds to the following 90% C.L. upper limit on A\71 -516. (5.9)
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Figure 5.10: The total number of photons (corrected for efficiency of their selection) froni the
process B —* -)A" versus the lowest value of photon energy (or, equivalently, the highest value
of the recoil mass mx K for which the summation of the number of photons was performed.
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Figure 5.11: The distributions (normalized to the same area) of the angle between photon and
the 'opposite* particle for ON T(45) data (solid histogram) and a Monte Carlo Simulation of
the decay chain T(4S) -> BB, B -» A';(2045)-y (dolted histogram).
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The 90% C.L. upper limit on the branching fraction for the decay b — • s-) is evaluated according
to the formula [46]:

x 10

where <rrei denotes the relative error of the factor 2Ar"'-4/c/iaj with the individual contributions
DO

added in quadrature. The factor (l + 1.28<7re/) converts this quotient into an upper limit at
90% confidence level. The discussion of this result will be presented in Chapter 6.

5.2,6 Determination of upper limits for the decays B — » K**)

We search for the decays B — > K*-y in two ways i.e. by the investigation of the inclusive
photon spectrum and by studying the distribution of the cosine of the angle between a high-
energy photon and the 'opposite' particle (particle emitted at the largest angle with respect
to the photon). In Fig. 5.11 we present this angular distribution for ON T(45) data and for
a Monte Carlo Simulation of the process T(4S) — * BB,B — * Ä'4*(2045)-). The Monte Carlo
distribution is more sharply peaked towards cos a = — l than the data. TKe difference is more
pronounced for the lower mass A'* states. This shows that the angular distribution can also be
used for the selection of A'*-} decays.

We estimate upper limits on the number of photons originating from the exclusive decays
using a procedure based on the method of maximum likelihood [46] which is common in both
approaches. The detailed description is given for the fit to the inclusive photon spectrum.
The ON T(45) and the continuum data were fitted simultaneously. The likelihood functiori is
defined äs

C = CON(Y,N) x

n > * ( n
i k rlvm

where:
Afr,-„, - number of bins used in the fil

Ei - mean energy in the i- 1 h bin

A'j - number of selected ON T(45) photons in the i-th bin

Y, = Y(b + }'/ - number of fitted ON T(45) photons in the ?-th bin

V'* - number of fitted ON T(45) signal photons in the z - t h bin

Yf - number of fitted ON T(45) background photons in the i-th bin

A/A. - number of selected continuum photons in the fc-th bin

V\. - number of fitted continuum photons in the Ar-th bin

riuni - luminosity ratio factor (4.025)

<rr|um - error on the luminosity ratio factor (0.009)

B - fit parameter corresponding to the luminosity ratio.
Here the first and second factors represent the likelihoods for the ON T(45) and the con-

tinuum data (Poisson error distribution is assumed). The number of fitted background events
in the ON T(45) spectrum was constrained (by the third factor in fhe likelihood function) to
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be equal to the fitted continuum contribution multiplied by the luininosity ratio factor (see
Chapter 4). The strength of this constraint is given by 0viurn, the error on the luminosity ratio.
The fit results gave R within one~~standard deviation of riurn. The binning of the fitted spectra
is logarithmic with bin width of 3%. This results in an appproximately constant energy reso-
lution per bin in the relevant energy ränge. The fit window covers 30 bins and spreads from
1450 MeV 1o 3680 MeV. We use wider ränge then in search for the inclusive process b —t sj
in order to reduce the errors coming from the subtraction of the continuum.

The background is parametrized äs the sum of a constant and linear contribution. The
parametrization is äs follows:

yt = y;fc+>;' = Rx (N0 +Nlx\nE,) +N^ x FBlnEt

Vk = XO + NI xln£ f e . (5.12)

with four parameters: 7V0, 7V1( R and 7V7 to be determined by the fit. The number of degrees
of freedom for the fit NDF = 56 (2 x 30 bins of data and 4 parameters to be fitted).

FB is a 'bell' function used for a parametrization of the expected signal (see Appendix E
and Table E.l). We have checked that our results are not sensitive whether we use the bell or
Gaussian parametrization of the signal.

The goodness of the fit is calculated according to S. Baker and R.D. Cousins [47] äs:

The denominator Cox(N, N) is the normalization to guarantee that \-2 is zero if 1̂  — A^- in all
bins.

We minimize -ln(likelihood) using the MINUIT [48] program. Two examples of the fits are
shown in Fig. 5.12 and 5.13. The numbers of photons N^ obtained from the fits are listed in
Table 5.1. As the fits do not give any signal for the decays B —» A'"-) we convert their results
to the 90% C.L. upper limits on the number of photons (Ar,fz in Table 5.1). This conversion is
obtained by integrating the likelihood function ovei the positive ränge of the signal amplitucle

•Vi-A similar fit is performed for the distribution of the cosine of the angle a between the
pholon selected in the desired energy ränge and the 'opposite' particle i.e. the particle with
the largest opening angle with respect to the photon. The expected signal is parametrized äs
a Gaussian function centered at a — 180° and with a width estimated from the Monte Carlo
events simulating B —* A'*-) decays (Table E.2 in Appendix E). The background is described
by the sum of contributions from constant and quadratic terms. Our parametrization is äs
follows:

K, = i;-(cos2a,-) - ̂ (cosVH^'fcos2^) = Ä x (7V0^,V2 x cos2 a,)- A^ x _FG(cos2aJ

Vk = V f c (cos 2 Qfc) = A'0 - 7V2 x cos2a^. (5.14)

Four parameters A'0, A^2, ft and A^ are determined by the fit. Two examples of the fits are
shown in Fig. 5.14 and 5.15. Their results are presenled in Table 5.2.

So far we considered two methods of search for the decays B —» K'i i.e. the investigation
of the inclusive photon spectrum ('Method I ') and of the distribution of the cosine of the
angle a between photon and the 'opposite' particle ('Method II1). In order to obtain a better
discrimination between B —> A'*7 decays and the other B decays or continuum events we make
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Figure 5.12: The fit (solid line) to the inclusive photon spectrum for ON T(45) (circles) and
continuum (triangles) photons in search for the B — » A'"(892)-y decay. The area between the
solid and dotted line (contribution from the background) corresponds to the fitted signal.
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Figure 5.13: The fit (solid line) to the inclusive photon spectrum for ON T(45) (circles) and
continuum (triangles) photons in search for B —» A'4(2045)7 decay. The area between the solid
and dotted line (contribution from the background) corresponds to the fitted signal.
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Figure 5.14: The fit (solid line) to the distribution of the cosine of the angle Q between photon
and the 'opposite' particle for ON T(45) (circles) and continuum (triangles) photons with
energies expected for the B —* Ä"*(892)7 decay. The area between the solid and dotted line
(contribution from the background) corresponds to the fitted signal.
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Figure 5.15: The fit (solid line) to the distribution of the cosine of the angle Q between photon
and the 'opposite' particle for O N T(45) (circles) and conlinuum (triangles) photons with
energies expected for the B —» Ä"4'(2045)-y decay. The area between the solid and dotted line
(contribution from the background) corresponds to the fitted signal.
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joint fits to the photon spectrum and the cos o distribution for each A'" state. The likelihood
function is now the product of five factors:

£ ~ t-' O N X &CONT X ^ON X ^CONT X Mum (5,15)

with the same parametrization äs described before. The results of the fits are presented in
Table 5.3.

Systematic errors in the upper limits on the number of photons originating fiom the decays
B — *• A'*7 resulting from the fits to the inclusive photon spectrum have been studied by:

• varying selection cuts (up to 15% of values of cut parameters presented above),

• changing the fit ränge by one bin,

• shifting the binning 1o the left by a half of a bin,

• changing the signal parametrization from the bell to the Gaussian distribution (Table E. l
in Appendix E).

The results of the estimation are collected in Table 5.4. Uncertainties from the individual
sources are summed in quadrature.

In case of the fits to the distribution of the cosine of the angle between photon and the
'opposite' particle we estimate the systematic uncertainties by (Table 5.5):

• changing selection cuts (up to 15% of values of cut parameters presented above),

• narrowing the ränge of energies of photons taken to the fit by 10%,

• changing the binning from 0.01 to 0.0125,

• varying the width (inside its error) of the Gaussian distribution used äs a signal parametriza-
tion (Table E. 2 in Appendix E).

The uncertainties are added in quadrature to obtain total systematic errors on the upper limits
on the number of photons from the relevant decays.

In case of the joint fits to the inclusive photon spectrum and to the distribution of the
cosine of the angle between photon and the 'opposite' particle we estimate systematic efFects
by investigating separatively each individual contribution from both niethods (Table 5,6).

We calculate the 90 9e C.L. upper limits on branching fractions for the decays B — * K'",
from the formula 46:

where <r?'?f denotes the relative statistical error of the factor (2Ar^/e/,aj )e5" with the individual
* fj ff

contributions added in quadrature. The factor (l + 1.28«TTa^') converts this expression into an
upper limit at 90% confidence level. The relative systematic errors in efficiencies for the hadronic
event selection, for photon selection and the systematic uncertainties in the calculation of 1he
upper limit on the number of signal events originating from the fit procedure were sammed in
quadrature resulting in 1he relative systematic error a'*f of the estimation of the upper limit
for the branching fraction on the decays B — » Ä'*^. These errors have been added linearly to
the result obtained according to formula 5.16 by multiplying it by the factor (l + ^S7)- Our
results obtained from the fits to the inclusive photon spectrum. from the fits to the cosine of
the angle between the selected photon and the 'opposite' particle and from joint fits to both
spectra are collected in Tables 5.1. 5.2 and 5.3. respectively. They are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Table 5.1: 90% C.L. upper limits on BR(B
photon spectrum.

obtained from the fit s to the inclusive

Decay mode

ß-» Ä"'( 892)7

B -> A'i(1400h

B -> K2( 1770h

ß-> A'; (2045 h

Number of

photons N^
107+19.8
1 -19.2

4 6+20.2
4 -19.5
ftl+20.3
u -19.6
n = + 19.9
y -19.3

NUL

90% C.L.

45

36

33

28

Systematic

error on N^L

5.4

4.3

4.0

5.3

BRVL

90% C.L.

3.0 x 10-3

1.9 x 10~3

1.5 x 1(T3

1.3 x lO'3

X*INDF

60/56

61/56

61/56

61/56

Table 5.2: 90% C.L. upper limits on BR(B —» K*f) obtained from the fits to the angular
distribution photon-'opposite' particle.

Decay mode

B -> A'(892)7

B -> A', (1400)7

B -» A'2(1T70)7

B -> Ä4'(2045)7

Photon

energies

2320-2840

2200-2690

2120-2590

2040-2490

Number of

photons N-,
_! 4 + 16-4

ip4-15.9
-18 4^25'7

lb'4-25.8
o9 7-(-27.0

-^•'_27.1
_AQ 0 + 31.8

T J.»J ^O O

yVL
' "i

90% C.L.

26

32

28

29

Systematic

error on N*

4.9

3.8

5.9

6.1

BRUL

90% C.L.

1.8 x IQ'3

1.7 x l O - 3

1.3 x 10~3

1.4 x IQ-3

\/NDF

31/36

33/36

44/36

49/36

Table 5.3: 90% C.L. upper limits on BR(B —* A'*7) obtained from the joint fits to the inclusive
photon spectrum and 1o the distribution of cosineof the angle between photon and the 'opposite1

particle.

Decay mode

B -» A" '(892)7

B -t A'!(1400)7

#^ A'2( 1770)7

B -» A'; (2045)7

Number of

photons A\ o412'5

-3 o415'6

~10'2-15l5
_19 9 + 16.4

A^
90% C.L.

26

24

20

18

Systematic

error on N^1

4.2

4.3

3.4

3.8

BRUL

90% C.L.

1.8 x 10~3

1.3 x 10~3

0.9 x 10~3

0.9 x IG"3

\/NDF l

93/94 ,

96/94 '

106/94

110/94
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Table 5.4: Systematic uncertainties (in %) in the upper limit on the number of photons from
the decays B —» A'*7 resulting from the fits to the inclusive photon spectmm.

Mode

B -» AT*(892h

ß-* A^HOOb

B-» A'2( 1770)7

B-> *r;(2045h

Source of systematic error

Selection

cuts

3

3

3

3

Signal

shape

4

3

3

7

Fit

ränge

9

11

10

13

Binning

6

3

9

11

Total

systematic

error

12

12

14

19

Table 5.5: Systematic uncertainties (in %) in the upper limit on the number of photons from the
decays B —* K"7 resulting from the fits to the distribution of the cosine of the angle between
photon and the 'opposite' particle. By the 'fit ränge' we understand here the energy ränge of
photons for which the fit_was performed.

Mode

B -» #'(892)7

ß-» Kd 1400)7

B^ Ä"2(1770h

ß-» A';(2045b

Source of systematic error

Selection

cuts

10

10

10

10

Signal

shape

4

6

5

5

Fit

ränge

.7

3

17

18

Binning

14

1

3

Total

systematic

error

19

12

21

1 21

Table 5.6: Systematic uncertainties (in %) in the upper limit on the number of photons from
the decays B —* A'*7 resulting from the joint fits to the inclusive photon spectrum ('Method
T) and to the distribution of the cosine of the angle between photon and the 'opposite' particle
('Method II').

Mode

B -> A''(892)7

B -> A'if 1400)7

.B-» A'2(1770)7

B -* A7(2045)7

Source of systematic error

Selection

cuts

6

6

6

6

Method I

Signal

shape
2

4

5

3

Fit

ränge

8

13

10

12

Binning

9

1

4

10

Method II

Signal

shape

4

5

5

2

Fit

ränge

2

7

8

11

Binning

7

4

6

3

Total

systematic

error

16

18

17

21
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5.3 Search for processes B — > KJ/tf and B —

We present here the analysis of the missing mass spectrum with respect to the e+e~ pair com-
ing from the J/ip decay. It is intended to search for the processes B — > KJ/tl" and B — > A'*7/v
denoted shortly äs B — > K^J/i/' where K^ Stands for both K and K* states.

5.3.1 Topology of B -» A'J/^ and B -> A'*J/V> events
The genera] features of the topology of the T(45) decay into a B B pair in which oneof the B

mesons decays to a photon and a K ( K ' ) meson (see section 5.2.1) are valid also for the modes
B — > KJ/if> and B — > K*J/i/> where the 7/V' decays further into an e+c~ pair (BR(J/^ — >
e+e~) — (6.9 ± 0.9)%). In particular A'fA'*) and J/ifc are eraitted almost exactly in opposite
directions in the laboratory frame since the B meson is very slow. The particle with the biggest
opening angle with respect to the J/V> will be called the Opposite' one. The opening angle
between e~ and e+ is greater than 120° and peaks at 135°. The electron energy distribution is
almost flat and spreads from 0.9 GeV to 2.7 GeV. The momentum of the e"~e~ pair is smaller
than 2 GeV. This picture of the topology of the B — » ÄV/V' and B — * K'Jj^ decays is based
on the Monte Carlo studies (Appendix D).

5.3.2 Tagging of the decay J/y> —> e+e~

Our task is to select multi-hadron events with at least two charged high-energy elec-
tromagnetically showering particles, called further electrons, which could originate from the
J/ty —* e+f~ decay. The reduction of the non-BB background was deschbed in section 5.1.

First we select events with two or more high-energy electrons satisfying the following cuts:

• 800 McV < E™RE' < 2800 MeV,

|< 0.85,

• A particle is recognized äs charged by the Standard reconstruction procedure, i.e. it has
to be 'tagged' or 'tracked charged',

• E24h < 50 MeV,

• 0.84 < E4/Eff**' < 0.97,

• 0.6 < Ei/E4 < 0.98.

The cut parameters have been described in detail in sectior 5.2. In comparison with the
cuts applied in the analysis of the inclusive photon spectrum the requirements for the electron
seledion are looser. This is because we are inlerested here not in a single electron but in electron
pair candidates from the J/t'' decay and stricter requirements would significantly reduce our
efficiency of J/t/> reconstruction. The window in the electron energies comes from the kinematic
limits for electrons from J/t/s decay. The spectrum of the e+e~ invariant mass from ON T(45)
and continuum data obtained after this selection procedure is shown in Fig. 5.16. There is
an indication of a signal around 3100 MeV. The background to the signal comes from pairs
of particles in which one of them was misidentified äs an electron and from pairs of electrons
in which one of them comes from the decay of the other B mtson^-A spectrum of the c^(~
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Figure 5.16: Spectrum of the e+e~ invariant mass from ON T{45) (solid histogram) and
continuum data (two entries in the dotted histogram}.
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Figure 5.17: Spectrum of the €* c~ invariant mass for the Monte Carlo sample simulating the
process T(45) -* BB, B -> A**(892)J/V', J/V -» £+e~-
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Figure 5.18: Distributions of the cosine of the angle between t wo electrons (all pairs
of particles in one event which have passed our electron selection) for ON T(45) data
(solid histogram) and Monte Carlo sample (dotted histogram) simulating the process
T(45) -> BB,B -» tf'(892)J/V>,.//V» -> e+e~. We accept events to the left of a solid line.
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Figure 5.19: Momentum distributions of electron pairs (all pairs of particles in one event which
have passed our electron selection) for ON T(4S) data (solid histogram) and Monte Carlo sam-
ple (dashed histogram) simulating the process T(4S) — > BB.B — » A'*(892)J/v, .//V'
We accept events to the lefl of a solid line. 54
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invariant mass from Monte Carlo sample simulating the process B — * A'*(892).//VT is shown in
Fig. 5.17.

In the selected events we tag the decay .//v — * €+ f by looking for electron pairs satisfy-
ing the following requirements (in case of more than two electron candidates we consider all
combinatjons):

• 2900 MeV < A/mv(fl.e2) < 3300 MeV.

• cos(el,e2) < —0.4,

< 2000 AfcV/C.

Fig. 5.16, 5.18 and 5.19 show the distributions of the invariant mass of the electron pair, of the
angle between two electrons and of the momentum of the electron pair, respectively, for ON
T(4S) data and the Monte Carlo sample simulating the process T(45) — * BB,B — » all, B — »
/f*(892)J/V',-V0 ~~* e+e~ before applying the above cuts. By the electron momentum we
understand the vector whose direction coincides with the track direction of the selected particle
and whose absolute value is equal to the particle energy. The momentum of the electron pair
Peiei is defined äs

Pele2 = Pcl +P.2- (5.17)

The invariant mass Mmv(cl.e2) of electron pair is calculated according to the formula

M?nv(el,e2) = (Ef,+Eerf - (Ä, +Ä,) 2 (5.18)

and we dem and that it should be equal to the J/i/> mass (3097 MeV) within 3<r. The last two
cuts have been tuned with the Monte Carlo Simulation. They are very loose and do not reject
any of electron pairs simulated for our processes. Electron pairs which do not pass these cuts
result from combining an electron from the decays T(45) — * BB,B — > A''**J/0. J/v — * e + e~
with a high-energy electron from the decay of the other B meson or where both B mesons
decay semileptonically.

5.3.3 Branching fraction for the decay B — > J/V'-Y
As a cross-check, e.g. of our mass scale, we fit a Gaussian signal with a polynomial back-

ground to the M1Tltt( el, e2) invariant mass spectrum (Fig. 5.16) in order to obtain J/ifc parameters
(Table 5.7). The branching fraction for the inclusive B — » J/i/>X (X denotes here any system
of particles allowed by the relevant conservation laws) decay is calculated äs:

The efficiency of the seleclion of multi-hadron events was found to be thad — (92.0 ±0.5 ±
in section 5.2 describing the analysis of inclusive photon spectrum. As the efficiency for the
J/^ tagging we used the mean value from Table 5.8 (see below) i.e. cj/^ = (11.9 ± 0.9}%. An
agreement of our mass and BR with the PDG [39] values represents an overall check of our
procedure.
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5.3.4 The spectrum of the missing mass with respect to the

We search for the decay modes B —> KJ/$ and B — » A'' J/rj- in the spectrum of the missing
mass with respect to the J/V1 . The missing mass is defined äs:

ML.. = (EB ~ ^«i«a)2 - (PS -Äirt)3 - (^B^M - £«i.2)2 - (Ö- pa,2)2, (5.20)

where:
£rtrf = £"«1 4 £e2. (5.21)

This dennition contains two approximatjons. We use the well measured beani energy EBEAM
instead of energy EB of the B meson and we neglecl its momentum (320 M f V j c ) . These
approximations result in a broadening of the signal distribution. This is included in our Monte
Carlo simulations of the processes B — > KJ/i£> and B — »> K'J/tl^ in the M^-ia spectrum.

The last cut in the plane ( -A/^„ , cos a ) is intended to select events with at least one particle
with a large angle with respect to the J/tj? :

• cos a <

where o denotes here the angle between J/$ äs reconstructed from e+e~ pair and the direction
of the 4opposite' particle (see section 5.3.1). Plots of cos a versus the square of the missing
mass M^st for ON T(45) data and for events from a Monte Carlo Simulation of the process
T(45) -* BB,B -» A'<*>J/V', J/V> -> e+e~ are shown in Fig. 5.20.

The plot of the square of the missing mass with respect to the J/ifr versus the e+e ~ invariant
mass for ON T(45) data after our füll selection is shown in Fig. 5.21.

5.3.5 Efficiency of the J/vb tagging

In order to estimate the efficiency for tagging the decay modes B — » A'^J/V' by the selection
of two eiectrons coming from the J/tf> decay we use the LUND 6.1 program to simuiate the
T(4S) meson decays at rest into BB pairs. In each simulated event exactly one B(B) mcson
decays further into one of the A'**' states and J/ifr which in turn decays into a e^c~ pair. The
efficiencies for the detection of one electron (cf) , two eiectrons (e„). for the J/i/' reconslruction
based on 1he selection of the electron pairs (fj/^,) and of the selection of events with a particle
at large angle with respect to the Jjfy (*/i-(-)j/,/.) are collected in Table 5.8. We estimate
these efficiencies for the modes: B -* KJ/if>, B -> K*(892)J/$, B -* A'^HOOJJ/v and

For the modes B — » KJj-4? and B — » A'*(892)J/V' we have studied by Monte Carlo the
differences in the efficiency for neutral and charged B meson decays. The total systematic
error on tj/y, is 0.7%. It has been calculated in the same war äs for the efficiency in the
inclusive photon spectrum analysis (section 5.2).

5.3.6 Determination of the lipper limits for the decays B — * A"J/V'
and B-» A"J/V'

We estimate upper limits of the nuniber of events originating from the decays B — *
and B — > A'*J/V' by performing a maximum likelihood fit to the unbinned data points (22 en-
tries) of the squares of the missing mass with respect to the J/f. \\euse the extended likelihood
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Figure 5.20: Scatter plots of the cosine of the angle between J/V and the *opposile? particle
versus the square of the missing mass with respect to the J/ifr for (a) ON T(45) data and for ( b )
the Monte Carlo sample simulating the processes T(45) —» BB,B —• A'("*J/V',-//V1 —* €+e~
(four Monte Carlo samples for A', A'*(892), A'^HOO) and A'^HSO) have been merged here).
The plots were obtained for events which satisfied all the requirements listed before applying
the cut in this plane. We accept events below the solid line.
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Table 5.7: J/ij> parameters resulting from the fit to the spectrum of the invariant mass of the
electron pair.

Parameter

mass (MeV)

TVjj;,, (events)

BR(B^ J/0A") (%)

This analysis

3093 ± 33

12.8 ±5.2

1.1 ±0.6

PDG

3096.9 ± 0.1

1.12 ±0.18

Table 5.8: Efficiencies (in %) for B —» KJ/i/.'1 and B —» K'J/ti'' decay modes. The errors are
only statistical. The common systeniatic error on ej/^ is 0.7%.

Mode

B- -4 A'-J/V'
B° -4 A'° J/V>

/J J f \ Qi7^ jt/ / l/'

r?o Ji'*^/ßOO\ / *i+

B* -> A7(1400)J/^

F- ^A'3-(1780)J/V'

£e

57.1 ±0.9

57.3 ±0.9

58.7 ± 0.9

57.3 ±1.0

57.0 ± 0.9

55.4 ± 0.9

e«

16.2 ± 0.5

16.7 ±0.5

16.2 ±0.5

16.6 ± 0.6

15.2 ± 0.5

14.6 ± 0.5

«W
12.7 ± 0.4

13.2 ± 0.4

12.4 ± 0.4

12.7 ± 0.5

11.4 ±0.4

10.9 ± 0.4

^OJ/V

11.8 ±0.4

12.3 ±0.4

11.7 ±0.4

12.0 ±0.5

11.0 ±0.4

10.1 ±0.4

method [46] with the following likelihood function

, 4
N

where:
A" = 22 -

AT!

number of fitted evenls

AM
M

J,

N

'backgr

- number of signal events from the decay B —> Ä'**'J/^' (fit parameter)

- number of events of a constant backgrourd (fit parameter) in the fit ränge

FB - bell function used äs a signal paramelrization, defined in equation E.l.
The parameters of the bell function areestimated from fit s to the distributions of the missing

mass with respect to the J/^ for Monte Carlo samples simulating the processes investigated
by us (Table E.3 in Appendix E).

We minimize -ln(likelihood) using the MINUIT [48] program. The fits were performed in
the ränge of the M2nif3 of (-1.5,4.5) GfV2. Their results are collected in Table 5.9. An example
of the fit (in search for the B —> A'*(892)J/V' decay mode) is shown in Fig. 5.22. No signal
from the decays B —* K^J/y is seen and therefore the fit results are converted into 90% C!.L.
upper limits on the number of signal events (A'^f in Table 5.9) by integrating the likelihood
function over the positive ränge of the signal azuplitude.

It shonld be mentioned here that we have used the füll sample of 22 events in our fit,
while in section 5.3.3 we found that only (12.8 ± 5.2) from these events come from the decay
B —t J/V'-V,7/^' —» e+e~. However. we cannot distinguish them from the bacltground events in
which one of the electrons was misidentified or originate from the decay of the other B meson.
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Table 5.9: Fit results and 90% C.L. uppei limits on branching fractions for B —+ KJjib and
B -> A*J/V> decays.

Mode

B -> A J/V-

ß -> A'*(892)J/V>

B -> Jsr,(i400)j/V'
B -> A"3'(1780)J/V'

Signal

amplitude

NJH,

-5.4+3'9
_24 + 4.5

4-3-4!o
6-5-3~7

J/v

(90% C.L)

4.5

6.4

10.7

12.6

Systematic

error

on N™

1.0

1.5

2.4

2.4

BRI;L

(90% C.L)

0.6 x lO'2

0.8 x IG'2

1.5 x 10'2

1.9 x IQ"2

Conf.

level

(%)

90

74

83

95

Table 5.10: Systematic uncertainties {in %) in the upper limit on the number of events foi
decays B —> K^Jjij? obtained from the fits to the missing niass spectrum with respect to the

Mode

B -» AV/V»

B -» A'-(892)J/V»

Source of systematic error

Selection

cuts

17

17

B — A'!(1400)J/v 17

ß -* A'3'(1780)7/v 17

Signal

shape

9

3

2

3

Fit

ränge

11

17

14

9

Total

systematic

error

22

24

22

19

Therefore, our upper limits resulting from the above fits are overestimated by a factor of about
two, which is however badly known.

The systematic uncertainties in the calculalion of the upper limits on the number of events
from the decays B — * A'^'V/V1 have been studied by

• varying selection cuts (up to 12%) of cut parameters presented above),

• extending fit ränge from (-1.5,4.5) GtV2 to (-2.0,5.0) GeV2,

• changing the signal parametrization (Table E. 3 in Appendix E) from the bell to the
Gaussian distribution.

The results of the estiniation are collected in Table 5.10. Uncertainties from the individual
sources are summed in quadrature.

The 90% C.L. upper limits on the the branching fraction for decays B — > K^J/ifr are
evaluated äs |46l:

BR(B (5.23)
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Figure 5.21: Plot of the square of the missing mass with respect to the J/V' versus the
e+e~ invariant mass for ON T(45) data. We accept events between the vertical lines.
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Figure 5.23: 90% C.L. upper limit for the branching fraction of the decay B —
function of the missing m äs s squared M^itt measured with respect to the J/t/>.

äs a

where &**£* denotes the relative statistical error of the factor 2(N™j;/€ha{j)BR(J/ V' —* ^+e~)eÄ- (. ) J

with the individual contributions added in quadrature. The factor (l — 1.28<r*^*) converts this
expression into an upper limit at 90% confidence level. The systematic errors in efficiencies for
the hadronic event selection, for the selection of ÄT^J/V' events and the systematic uncertain-
ties in the branching fraction for the leptonic decay of the Jjifc and in the calculation of the
upper limit on the number of signal events originating from the fit procedure were summed in
quadrature resulting in the relative systematic error a*^" of the estimation of the upper limil
on the branching fraction for the decays B —t K^J/ifc. These errors have been added linearly
to the result obtained according to formula (5.23) by multiplying it by the factor (l -+• o***}-
Our results are collected in Table 5.9.

We also present the plot of the 90% C.L. upper limit foi the the branching fraction for
decays B —> K^J/^ versus the square of the Ä"**> (missing) mass (Fig. 5.23). For these fits
the bell function signa] with er — 2 and z — 0.175 have been taken. For the effieiency of the
selection of the events in question we used

= ((-0.6 ± 0.1) x (G<rV / 2) + (12.1 ±0.3) )%. (5.24

obtained from the fit of a straight Hne to four f-K^j/v Po:>n*s from. Table 5.8. A common
systematic error of 22% (corresponding to the estimation for the mode B —»• Ar2(1400)J/t/'
for which the missing mass spectrum centres at 2 GeV i.e. in the middle of the ränge unclei
investigation) for the upper limit for the number of signal events has been assumed.

Our results are discussed in Chapter 6.
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6. Conclusions

We have not seen any monoenergetic photon line in the inclusive spectrum of high-energy
photons coming from T(45) decays. In particular no photons are seen in the decay B —* "fX,
where X denotes any state with mass between 892 MeV and 2900 MeV. The same is true for
the exclusive decays B —* K*^ where A'* denotes various stränge states. Our 90% C.L upper
limits on hranching fractions for the decays b —»• 57 and B —» K*f are listed and compared
with results of the CLEO and ARGUS experiments in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. We are not able to
distinguish between charged and neutral B meson decay modes. Therefore our estimates are
valid for the mixture of 50% of charged and 50% of neutral B decays (see Table 6.2).

The upper limit on the branching fraction for the decay B —» 7A' may be considered äs
the limit for the flavour changing neutral current b —» sj assuming t hat. only stränge states
contribute to A". This is similar to the recenl ARGUS and CLEO results (Table 6.1). It is, how-
ever. obtained with the direct inclusive measurement of the photon spectrum, and therefore free
from theoretical uncertainties concerning the ratio T(B -* Ä"*(892)-))/r(fr -> s-)) ([30]-:r32]).
Thus it can be treated äs complementary with respect to the results of the above experiments,
if not more important because it is free from these theoretical uncertainties.

The present experimental constraints on the branching fraction on the decay 6 —* 57 do
not yet provide a stringent lest of the Standard Model and do not indicate any new physics
([l]-3]). The constraints on the mass of the top quark mt and on masses of new particles
predicted in the extensions of the Standard Model and in supersymmetric theories resulting
from our work are weaker 1han those from other experiments. Our limit on the branching
fraction for b —» 57 (see Eq. 2.13) implies that TO, < 2100 GeV, which is far frorn the present
hounds (cf. see. 2.2.1). Taking into account that our limil is higher than 10~3 we see that the
constraints on the masses of the gluino and the lightest squark (see Fig. 2.11), which inay be
evaluated from our result on BR(b —» 57), would be weaker than those obtained by the UA2
collaboration [37] (m-^ > 74 GeV independently of the gluino mass, m.g > 79 GcV independently
of the squark mass and m$ = rrij > 106 GeV at 90% C.L.).

There is a hope that the testing of the branching fraction for the process b —> 57 down to the
level of 10~5 will be possible in the next generation of e + c~ experiments, e.g. by the CLEO II

Table 6.1: Comparison of upper limits for the branching fraction for the decay b —* 57 (BR x 103

at 90% C.L.). The CLEO and ARGUS results from 49] and [50] are based on the experimental
upper limit for the branching fraction for the exclusive mode B° —» #*°(892)7 (see Table 6.2).

Assumed value of
r(ß° -> A"*°(892)7)

T(& -**-))
4.5%

40.0%

^^(6 -> 57) x 103

CLEO

6.2

O.-

ARGUS

9.3

1.1

Crystal Ball

4.1

• -
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Table 6.2: Summary of experimental results on upper limits for B —» A"*-) decays (BP x 104 at
90% C.L.). The CLEO and ARGUS results are taken from [49] and [50]. In case of the Crystal
Ball the result refers lo a mixture of the charged and neutral B meson decays.

Mode

B° -» A'ao(892}7

B+ -» A"'+(892)7

B° -» A'°( 1270h

B+ -> tf,+ (1270b

B° -» K°( 1400)7

B+ -» A7(1400)7

B° -» A'2'°(1430h

B+ -> A'2'+( 1430)7

£° -* A''°(1680h

£+ -* A'*+(1680)7

B° — A'2°( 1770)7

£+ -» A"2+(1770)-)

B° -> A'3'0(1780)7

ß+ -» A'3'+(1780)7

^° -» A'4'°(2045)7

B+ -» A'4'+( 2045)7

CLEO ARGUS

2.8 4.2

5.5 5.2

78.0

66.0

48.0

i 20.0

4.4

13.0

22.0

37.0

i 110.0

50.0

48.0

90.0

Crystal Ball

18.0

13.4

9.2

8.6
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detector at CESR (C'ornell) or by experiments peiformed on future machines dedicated to the
B meson physics (so-called B factories [5l]).

In comparison with other experiments our estimate for the mode B — » K'( 892)7, i£ about
an order of magnitude higher than recent CLEO and ARGUS results. However, for higher mass
K' states the upper limits obtained by us are lower (see Table 6.2). We do not give estimates
for the other K' states like e.g. A'*(1415), A'*(1430) and #2*(1430) which are very close in
mass to Ä"i(1400). The results are the same for all these four states since the difference in the
expected photon energies is very small. The same is valid for the states A""(1680), Ä"g(l780)
and #2(1770).

No enhancement was also observed in the spectrum of the missing mass with respect to
the c + e~ pair. In Table 6.3 our upper limits are compared with those from the CLEO and
ARGUS experiments. In case of the decays B — > A'J/V' and B — > A'"(892)J/V> we present
also theoretical predictions for branching fractions calculated in the Standard Model. The
branching fractions for the decays B — > A'J/v and B — * A'*(892)J/i" obtained by the CLEO
and ARGUS are consistent with theoretical predictions (Table 6.3). Our estimates for these
modes are about one order of magnitude higher. This is because the Crystal Ball cannot
measure momentum of charged particles contrary to ihe CLEO and ARGUS detectors, which
can reconstruct the A'* states. In addition their integrated luminosity was higher (162 and
212 pt"1, respectively ) than ours. On the other hand it is in our work that upper limits on
branching fractions for decays B — > K^J/tf wilh A'("} states heavier than A~*(&92) have been
first determined. Let us remind here again that our upper limits are probably overestimated
(see See. 5.3.6).

Table 6.3: Summary of theoretical predictions and experimental results for B — » K
decays (BR x IO4). The CLEO and ARGUS results are taken from [33, 52l. In case of the
Crystal Ball results we present (90 % C.L.) upper lirnits for the branching fractions referring
to a mixture of the charged and neutral B meson decays.

Mode

B+ - A' V/V*

B' -» A'VA'-

B° -* Ä'c J/v

B° -» A'*°(892)7./v

B -» A"1(1400)J/V

£-> A'3*(1780)J/^

Theory

8 ± 2

16i4

CLEO

9 ± 6

5 ± 2

4 ± 3

41 ±20

ARGUS Crystal Ball

7± 4

< 57

33 ± 18 < 83

< 147

186



Appendices



A. Energy measurement

A knowledge of the absolute energy scale is crucial in our analysis, We explain here the
procedure of calibration of tbe crystal constants and we discuss small empirical correction to
the energy

A. l Calibration of crystals

The aim of the calibration is to determine the relation between the amount of lighl detected
in the crystal photomultipliers and the deposited energy. The basic assumption checked exper-
imentally by the Crystal Ball lest module is t hat. ihis relation is linear. The energy is measured
for each crysta] in two electronic channels called high- (HC) and and low-energy (LC), respec-
tively. Therefore it is necessary to determine (in MeV) four constants per each crystal i.e. two

pedestals (PEDLC, PEDHC) and two slopes (SLOPELC, SLOPEHc)-
After measuring pedestals (without beam presence) the slopes are determined using two

physical processes. The first one is the radiation of 0.1 mC Cs137 source placed in the cen-
tre of each hemisphere. Gamma rays emitted with energy of 0.66 MeV deposit their whole
energy in one crystal. The pulse-height from these photons determines the slope of the low-
energy channel SLOPEtc- In the second process 6.13 MeV photons are produced by 450 keV
protons from the Van de Graaff generator impinging against a LiF target via the reaction
19F(p, Q) 16O% 16O* -> 16O + 7(6.13). In this energy ränge the photon shower is spread over
more than one cn'stal. As a result a single crystal cannoi be caJibrated withoul knowing the
slopes and pedestals of the others. Therefore the calibration is done iteratively starting from
the slopes determined using C's137.

Final values of the calibration constants are calculated ofF-line. First the pedestals are
determined from the crystal pulse heights for the data sample in which no signal is present. Tlie
slopes of the low- and high-energy channel are then obtained using signals from e^e" — * c + t~
Bhabha events (Bhabha calibration) selected äs events with two clusters of energy greater than
0.8 EBEAM- The calculation is done by a similar iterative procedure starting from the slopes
calculated in the previous steps of calibration. The whole calibration procedure was performed
every two weeks when the Crystal Ball was running.

The ADC counts C^ci (-HC from two electronic channels of a photomultiplier are recalcu-
lated into energies deposited in individual crystals according to the formula:

(CHC - PEDHc) > SLOPEac ^J CHc -> 350
^crystal = \ A . l )

\ - PEDLC] x SLOPELC ij CHC < 350.

A. 2 Energy correction
The absolute energy scale is set, over the whole energy ränge, by the calibration wi th

Bhabha electrons, which have energies of about 5 GtV . However studies of the T(25) --*
7r°7r°T(lS) transitions in the exclusive channels 7771 e+e~ an^ *)7"y")M~^~ r^veal that . due to
small nonlinearlities in the energy detection System, both the TT° mass and the T(25( - T(15)
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Figure A.l: Energy correction to

(GeV)

mass difference are too low in comparison with the values from the PDG tables [39J. In order
to remove Ihis discrepancy the following empirical correction, found by D. Gelphman [53], was
applied:

pCORRi-j-t t
'13

l + 0.01371«
£CORR

EBEAM

(A.2)

i
where EBEAM is the beam energy. In this study the energy E^°RR is used äs a measure of the
energy deposition of electromagretically showering particles. Fig. A.l shows the correction äs
a function of the energy £}CORR'13
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B. Luminosity measurement

X P, G, 5«

P? C*

Figure B.l: Small-angle luminosity monitor. Si(i = 1,2,3,4) are the lead-scintillator sandwich
shower counters located at about 8° from the beam axis, Ci and P, are scintillator counters.
Cross and two vectors mark the interaction point and the e+e~ Bhabha pair. Luminosity events
are triggered by back-to-back coincidences of the (1-3) or (2-4) CP counters and high-energv
shower in the corresponding 5 counters.

The luminosity C. of an accelerator is defmed äs the proportionality factor between the
observed rate of events J\fvit and the cross-section u^, for a given process:

= C (B.l)

Therefore the luminosity measurement is necessary to determine the cross-sections from the
observed event rates. In principle it is possible to calculate this quantity for e^e~ storage rings
from the formula:

C = Nb"l^V (B.2)

where Arb is the number of bunches, TU, n2 numbers of particles per bunch, f, <T!, <r2 are the
revolution frequency and the overlapping areas of the beams respectively. The main disadvan-
tage of this method lies in the difficulty in the measurement of the beam areas. An alternative
and commonly used way is based on calculating the luminosity directly from the definition B.l
by measuring the number of events for a process for which the cross-section is well known
theoretically. In the case of c+e~ experiments the most useful process is the Bhabha scattering
because of its high rate and clean signature. The Crystal Ball measures luminosity by counting
Bhabha events from the reactions:

€+€~ 77(7). (B.3;
The second process must be considered in this measurement since the Bhabha events are re-

constructed only from the signals in the Main Ball or in the small-angle luminosity monitor

vithout using any charge Information. This gives the additional contribution of about 10% in

the counting rate within our selection criteria.

In our experiment the luminosity measuremenl is performed in two ways:
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• at small angles (small-angle Bhabha events-SAB) using a small-angle luminosity monitor
system (Fig. B.l),

• using the main detector itself (large-angle Bhabha events-LAB).

The first method is used only äs a quick on-Iine check of the luminosity value while the second
one ofFers more accuracy. however it has smaller counting rate and must be done off-line.

The Large Angle Bhabha events must satisfy the following requirements:

• 0.5 < EBALLj(2 x EBEAM) < 1.2,

• thereshould beexactlytwo energy clusters wit h E^fKR > Ü^EBEAM within cos & < 0.75.

The integrated luminosity L is calculated from the number of events NI passing the above cuts
using the formula

L = KL x W2/C, (B.4)

where W is the centre-of-mass energy in GeV and its direct presence in the formula removes
the leading l/W2 behaviour of the cross-section- The constant C is related to the <rv,t by the
formula

C = ffvta x H '. (B.5)

The factor C appears to be energy independent. Its vaJue is determined by the Monte Carlo
Simulation of events from the reactions B. 3 using Berends and Kleiss [54] event generator and
by studying the corresponding detector response with the EGS 3 [55] program.

The systematic error of the luminosity measurement is estimated by adding in quadrature
the following contributions:

• 2.0% from the dependence on the cuts applied to select Bhabha events,

• 1.0% from Monte Carlo statistics.

• 1.0% from the 4"1 order QED corrections [56] which are not included in the Simulation.

• 0.2% from the hadronic and beam-gas background contribution,

• 0.1% from the weak energy dependence of the factor C.

The resulting systematic error of luminosity is 2,5%.
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C. Particle Identification

We discuss here some aspects of photon and electron Identification in the Crystal Ball
detector. Their selection is based on the lateral pattern of the particle energy deposition in the
Nal(Tl) crystals of the Main Ball. Quantitatively, in order to distinguish electromagnetically

showering particles from hadrons. we used so-called pattern cuts on the ratios EI/ £4 and

EiJEi®RR , while the Separation of photons from TT°'S was done with the help of the cut on
the second moment of the lateral energy distribution.

C.l Pattern cuts

As we have repeatedly stated the Crystal Ball is a non-magnetic detector and therefore the
particle identification is based on the analysis of the lateral shape of the energy distribution
in the Nal(Tl) crystals of the Main Ball. There are three classes of particles which can be
identified in the detector: electromagnetically showering (e, "}, TT° — » 77), minimum ionizing
(muons and 1/e = 1/3 of hadrons) and hadrons which interact strongly inside the detector
((e- l)/e ^ 2/3 of hadrons).

Particles of the first class form an electromagnetic shower inside the Main Ball, i.e. a chain
of reactions of Bremsstrahlung, e + e~ pair production and ionization. The important parameter
describing the spatial development of the shower is the radiation length. It is defined äs the
distance at which a high-energy electron loses all but l/i of its energy to Bremsstrahlung. The
thickness of the Main Ball corresponds to 16 radiation lengths and therefore electromagnet-
ically showering particles with energies up to 5 GeV leave almost all their energy inside the
detector. The lateral distribution of the energy deposition of an electron or a photon has a
radial symmetry around the particle moment um direction (Fig. C.la). Its lateral size is defined
by the Moliere radius (4.35 cm in case of Nal(Tl)) which almost exactly corresponds to the
distance between neighbouring layers of crystals surrounding the local maximum of the energy
deposit (Fig. 4.1). The cylinder based on a circle with a radius of l, 2 and 3 Moliere radii
centered along particle momentum contains 70, 95 and 99% of the shower energy, respectively
(Fig. 4.1).

For hadrons the Main Ball thickness corresponds to one nuclear interaction length. This
means that about 1/e of hadrons (and all muons) only ionize the medium of the Main Ball and
deposit energy of about 210 MeV (with fluctuations described by the Landau distribution) in
one or t wo crystals independently of nature and momentum of incident particle (Fig. C.lc).
The remaining (c — 1/( of hadrons interact strongly inside the Main Ball. The pattern of their
lateral energy distribution is broad and very irregulär (Fig. C.ld) .

In order to distinguish high-energy photons from the hadronic background we have investi-
galed Ihe ratios

ri / &CORR o i r / r>£ , 4 . f c and £/i±,3 7

for Monte Carlo events containing single photons, TT^'S and TT°'S. The best acceptance has been

oblained for the ratios EiJE4 and E±l E^®RR pattern cuts, which are plotted in Fig. C.2 for
Monle Carlo photons and T~ seen in the Main Ball with energies from 2 Gel" to 3 GeV. Table
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a.)

Figure C.l: Lateral shapes of energy depositions for: a) photon or electron with energy of
2.5 Gel7, b) 2.5 GeV TT°, c) high-energy muon and d) high-energy charged hadron interacting
in the Main Ball. Borders of connected regions are shown äs bold lines. The numbers are energy
deposits in individual crystals in MeV. The bump modules are niarked with an asterisk (*).

CM contains the acceptance of our pattern cuts for a single photon. TT'J and ?r
quoted come only from the statistics of our Monte Carlo samples.

The errors

C.2 7/7T° Separation

A TT° is identified in the Crystal Ball detector via its decay into t wo photons. Below
£„<•• ?= 750 MeV we deal with two separated neutral energy clusters with the invariant
niass consistenl with the TT° mass. As the energy exceeds 750 AIcV the mean angle between
photons becomes so small that the clusters tend to overlap and forin ore connected region in
the Main Ball (Fig C.l b). These so-called 'merged' 7r°'s are difficult to be distinguished from
photons. The efficiency of Separation \>y pattern cuts is low in this case (see Fig. C.2). The
identification is based on the observation that the energy deposit, distribution of T° is of more
oval shape than in case of photon. for which it is almost radially symmetrical (see Fig. C.l a,b).
The best quantitative measure of this efFect is a second moment of the lateral energy distribu-
tion. It should be larger in case of more oval shape of merged TT° distribution than for Vircular'



Table C.l: Acceptances (in %) of pattern cuts for a Monte Carlo photon, TT° and TT seen in
the Main Ball with energies in the ränge from 2 GcV to 3 GcV.

Cut,

E4/Ef°R* >0.84

E1/E4 > 0.64

Particle

•> ; *"
93.8 ± 2.2

78.6 ± 2.0

66.6 ± 1.8

57.9 ±1.7

7T

35.5 ± 1.9

39.9 ±2.1

Events / 0.02 Transmission loss
0.20

0.15

0.10

005

0.0

Events / 0.02
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0.0
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Figure C.2: The E4/EffRR (upper part) and Et/E4 (lower part) ratlos for Monte Carlo
photons (solid histogram) and T T ~ ' S (dotted histogram) seen in the Main Ball with energies
fronn 2 GeK to 3 GcV. The solid, dotted and dashed curves on pictures on the right sjde show

the fraction of photons, 7r°'s and TT^'S, respectively, rejected b\e cut: E4lE'{fRR (Ei/E4)
greater than the value at the horizontal axis. The cuts are shovn äs solid vertical lines.
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Figure C.3: The distributions of the second moment of the lateral energy STR for Monte Carlo
photons (solid histogram) and TTO 'S (dotted bistograzn) with energies from 2 GeV to 3 GeV.
Particles with Str < 0.0075, i.e. to the left of the vertical line, have been accepted.

photon cluster. We define the zeroth degree moment äs a total energy of a connected region:

ECOKREG (C.l)

where NCONREG is the number of crystals in a given connected region and Ei are energies of
crystals. The first moment represents the centre of gravity of the energy distribution:

N

< p > =
ECONREG

:c.2)

where p, are unit vectors starting from the centre of the Main Ball and pointing to the centre
of the i-th module. Finally, the second moment of the lateral energy distribution is defined äs
a transverse shower width

NCONREG

>)2- (C.3)
l

ECONREG
<

From the second moment of the lateral energy distribution of a TT° one has to subtract that one
of the a -> slower [57 . Then it is

777 o* 2

Fig. C'.3 shows the second moment distributions for Monte Carlo events containing single pho-
tons and TTD 'S with energies from 2 GeV to 3 GeV äs seen in the detector. By integrating plots
from Fig. C.3 we obtain thal äs much äs {85.5 ± 1.7) % of photons but only (46.1 - 1.2) % of
TTD 'S pass the cut: SIR < 0.0075. The errors of these estimations.coiae only from the statistics
of both Monte Carlo saniples from Fig. C.3.



D. Monte Carlo studies

In this analysis Monte Carlo techniques have been used to calculate the detection efficiency of
rare B meson decays. The Monte Carlo Simulation of the process under inrestigation proceeded
in the following three steps (Fig. D.l):

STEP1 Generation of four-vectors of final state particles for the corresponding process according
1o a physical model. Here we used the Standard LUND string fragmentation program
(version 6.1) to simulate the T(45) decay at rest into BB pair and with furthei rare
FCNC decay of one of the .B's into a A'* meson and a 7 (or K(K*} and J/V')- The decay
of the second B meson is randomly chosen from Table D.I.

STEP2 Propagation of the generated particles through all parts of the detector. Electromagnet-
ically showering particles are simulated with the EGS 3 (Electron Gamma Simulation)
program [55] while hadrons are handled by the GHEISHA 6 (Gamma Hadron Electron
Interaction SHower code) program [58] improved by Z. Jakubowski and M. Kobel [59].

STEPS Reconstruction (production) and analysis of the Monte Carlo sample obtained from
STEP2 exactly in the same way äs for real data.

STEP l STEP 2
Particles
4—vectors

Generation

Data
File Detector

Response
Simulation

EGS

STEP 3
Data
File

Production

GHEISHA Final
( ) MC
^— Sample

Geometry program

Figure D.l: Organization of the Crystal Ball Monte Carlo programs.



Table D.l: Branching fractions (in %) for the 6 quark decay modes taken äs input to the Monte
Carlo.

Der a^

£->

fc-» i

inode

i7ee-c

A,/X~ C

b —t l7T T ~ C

b^

b-*

b^

b^

u de

ücd

CSC

CCS

Branching fraction (%)

11.2

11.2

5.0

49.6

8.0

14.0

1.0

The masses of particles and branching fractions of their decays are taken from the Review
of Particle Properties of the Particle Data Group [39 . The branching fractions for the decays
of the b quark are listed in Table D.l (we assume here the spectator mode] of the B meson
decays) [45]. The fragmentation of quaiks into hadrons is goTerned by the LUND model. The
ratio N(B+B~)/N(BSB0) = 1:1 has been assumed. The time of generation of one Monte
Carlo event in the STEP2 was about 3 sec on an IBM 3081K. In the STEP3 extra energy
deposited in the crystals by beam-related background was taken into account by adding special
background events to the Monte Carlo events. These background events were obtained by
triggering on every 10'th beam crossing with no other condition.



E. Signal parametrizations

We parametrized the shape of the signal expected in the inclusive photon spectrum by a
'bell' function or b}r a Gaussian function. The values of parameters of the above functions
have been obtained by fitting thcm to the distributions of Monte Carlo samples simulating the
relevant decays (after the füll selection). We have checked tliat our results are not sensitive to
the choi^e of the pararnetrization.

A 'bell' function Fg is defined äs:

l ± exp(
x — x — cr

(E.1

where Cnorm normalizes the function to unit area and r = In £ (E is photon energy). It
approximately describes the convolution of the Dopplet broaded distribution (parameler <7X)
and the energy resolution function (parameter z}.

Alternatively we also use a Gaussian function for a signal parametrization:

*-*>2/2< (E.2)
27TOV

Table E.l contains the parameters of the bell and Gaussian functions used for parametrization
of the signal frorn the exclusive decays B —*• A'*"), which was expected in the inclusive photon
spectrum.

In Table E.2 we present the widths of the Gaussiar function (centered a1 cos a = — 1) used
in the fits to the distributions of the cosine of the angle a between the photon and the 'opposite1

particle.
Parameters of the bell and Gaussian function (in GcV2) applied in the search for the decays

B —* KJjy and B —+ K*J/y in the spectrum of the rnissing mass with respect to the J/v are
listed in Table E.3.

Table E.l: Parameters (in In £ (GeV)) of the bell and Gaussian function describing the signal
expected in the inclusive photon spectrum for the decays B —* A*-v from Monte Carlo samples.

Mode

B -» A"'(892)T

B -» A"!(1400h

B -» A'2(l770h

B -» A"; (2075)-.

Bell function parameters

(formula E.l)

Mean (x)

7.843 ± 0.002

7.802 d: 0.002

7.756 ± 0.002

7.708 ± 0.002

Width (fff)

0.121 ±0.005

0.121 i 0.007

0.125 ±0.003

0.125 ±0.005

Slope ( = )

0.014 ±0.001

0.015 ±0.002

0.015 ±0.001

0.013 ±0.002

Gaussian function parameters

(formula E. 2 l

Mean (x)

7.842 ± 0.001

7.801 ±0.002

7. 756 ±0.002

7. 707 ±0.002

Width (trr)

0.044 ± 0.00]

0.045 ±0.001

0.046 ± O.OÜl

0.048 ± 0.003



Table E.2: Widths (in cos a) of the Gaussian function describing the shape of the signal expected
in the distribution of the cosine of the angle 0 between photon and the 'opposite' particle from
Monte Carlo samples simulating the relevant decays B —* K*^.

Mode

B -

B-

B-

B-

-» A"(892)7

•* A'if 1400)7

•* A'2( 1770)7

+ A';( 2075h

Width

0.019 ± 0.01

0.031 ± 0.04

0.035 ± 0.04

0.041 ± 0.05

Table E.3: Parameters (in GeV2) of the bell and Gaussian functions describing the expected
signal from decay modes B —» K^Jjty in the missing mass spectrum with respect to the J/t'.

Mode

B -> A' J/t''

B -> A'*(892M/f

B -> A'jfHOOy/V-

B -» A3'(1780)J/V

Bell function parameters

(formula E.l)

Mean ( r )

0.22 ± 0.03

0.75 ± 0.03

1.95 ± 0.02

3.13 :r 0.02

Width (a,)

2.34 - 0.07

2.34 - 0.08

1.99 = 0.08

1.32 - 0.09

Slope (z)

0.17 i 0.03

0.19± 0.02

0.16 = 0.02

0.18 ± 0.03

Gaussian function parameters

(formula E. 2)

Mean (T) Width (a?)

0.22 ± 0.03 0.81 i 0.03

0.75 ± 0.03 0.77 i 0.02

1.95± 0.03 0.64 i 0.02

3. 13 ±0.02 0.51 i 0.02
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